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A. FLUIDIZED BEDS AND FIXED BEDS 

I. Bubble Assemblage Model for Fluidized Bed Catalytic Reactors 

l.l Introduction 

Ever since the fluidized bed technique was first applied to the making 

of synthesis gas from coal by the Winkler generator and to the cata- 

lytlc cracking of petroleum, fluidized beds have been used for a number 

of other chemical processes, particulary in catalytic synthesis. 

Some of the fluidized bed catalytic processes are the catalytic 

reforming of naphthas, the phthalie anhydride production, the catalytic 

oxidation of ethylene, the production of alkyl chlorides, the synthesis 

of acetonitrile from acetylene and ammonia, etc. just to mention a few. 

However, owing to the complex gas flow and solid particle movement 

w~thin the fluidized bed, design procedure of catalytic fluidized bed 

reactors has not been well established in spite of the fact that a number 

of models for fluidized bed reactors have been suggested. 

There have been a number of investigations on the gas flow behavior 

in a fluidized bed. Injecting a tracer gas into the bed and examining 

the behavior of the Pacer gas by high speed photography, comparing the 

reactant conversion in both the fluidized bed and the fixed bed under 

the same operating conditions for well defined catalytic reactions, and 

observing bubbles rising in the bed have been some of the techniques 

employed to determine the gas flow behavior. 

Based on the results of these observations, Kunii and Levenspiel (22'23) 

recently proposed a gas flow model which they called the "Bubbling 

Bed Model" for explanation and prediction of fluidized bed behaviors 

asserting that only the effective size of bubble is needed to supply 

adequate description of the flow of gas through the bed. 
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Although the concept developed certainly contributed considerably 

to the understanding of fluidized bed behavior, to use an effective bubble 

diameter to represent an assemblage of bubbles of varying sizes seems 

to be somewhat an oversimplification. 

In this chapter we shall present a new model the "Bubble Assemblage 

Model" based on multiple bubbles of varying sizes for design and scale-up 

purposes. The "Bubble Assemblage Model" contains essentially no ad- 

Justable parameter and is convenient for computer simulations. 

The experimental data available in literature on first order 

catalytic reaction systems in fluidized beds are used to test the validity 

of the proposed model. Unless specified,the equations appearing in this paper 

are all based on C. G. S. units. 

1.2 Previous Investigations 

An attempt to find the gas flow behavior in a fluidfzed bed using 

tracer technique was first made by Gilliland and Mason (9) who measured 

the concentration variation of a tracer gas injected into a fluidized 

bed. A model, usually the dispersion model or the two phase model, 

is presupposed in the analysis and the flow behavior is represented in 

terms of model parameters such as dispersion coefficient or interchange 

coefficient between the two phases. Table A-Isummarizes the results of 

investigation using the tracer technique. Since the parameters deter- 

mined by this manner are in a sense adjustable, unless the model selected 

can describe flow behavior reasonably accurately, the information obtained 

is of little use for scale-up purposes. In addition if the model 

involves more than two parameters, the analysis could become hopelessly 

difficult. 
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i. TRACER METHOD 
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Au thor s Model 

dispersion model Gilliland 
Mason(9) 

Muchi, 
et al. 
(33) 

dispersion model 

Winter 
(44) 

Kobayashi 
et al. 
(19) 

De Grout 
(6) 

lwasaki, 
et al. 
(14) 

Kato, 
et el. 
(15) 

dispersion model 

two phase model 
D =0 
e 

u e = Umf 

two phase model 

D e = 0 

u e Umf 

contact time 
distribution 

two phase model 
u = 0 
e 

De=0.68 (UuU--mf)D_ £ 

mf p r 

Experimental Condtions 

steady state method 
gas: air 
tracer: He 
particle: F.C.C., glass 
D R = 2.5 ~ 11.4 cm. 

steady state method 
gas: air 
tracer: NH 3 
particle: sand, glass 

D R = 5 " 15 cm. 

residence time curve 
gas: air 
tracer: He 
?article: glass 

D R = 2.0 " 13.5 cm. 

residence time curve 
gas: air 
tracer: He 
particle: silica, gel 

D R = 8.4 cm. 

residence time curve 
gas: air 
tracer: He 
particle: silica 
D R = I0 ~ 150 cm. 

residence time curve 

gas: air, H 2 
tracer'. H-,2 C-H4'~ C-H3 8 
particle : silmca-alumlna 
D R = 5.08 - 7.63 cm. 

residence time curve 

gas: air, H2, N 2 

tracer: H2, C2H4, C3H 5 
particle: silica-alumina, 

glass 

D R = i0 cm.,Dp = I - 3 cm. 

Experimental Results 

E ~u p (i-~) 
z o p 

E is affected by u f  
z 

E = 102 - 103 [cm2/sec] 
z 

Ez/U = 100{NRep/I_e }0.94 

at 15 < N_ /i - E < 50 
Kp 0 

F~z/V = 180~NRep/I - E} .8 

at 50 < NRep/l - c < 200 

= * d 2 E z C .2ex p (_~*d I . 9/u) 
, P 5 p 

where m = 3.5 x i0 
C* 3.6 x 107 

F o = II/D B 

0.25 L0.5 
HK= 0.67 D R 

where L = bed height (m) 

H E = U/Fo; u[m/sec] 

conversion of reactant in 
fluidized bed is expressed by 

x=l- I~ E(~)exp(-k~W/F)d~ 

contact time distribution E(~) 
is obtained from residence tim 
curve of adsorbed and non- 
adsorbed tracer gas on solid 

F = 5 - 3 i/sec, for 

o U/Um f = 2 - 30 

M = 0.4 " 0.2 i/sec, for 

U/Umf = 2 ~ 30 
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Another technique useful for the search of flow behavior in a 

fluidized bed is to compare the conversion obtained in a fluidized bed 

reactor with that obtainable in a fixed bed reactor under the same 

(37) 
o p e r a t i n g  c o n d i t i o n s .  This  t e c h n i q u e  i n i t i a t e d  by Shen and J o h n s t o n e  

a l s o  needs  a p re supposed  model f o r  e v a l u a t i o n  of model p a r a m e t e r s .  

Experimental data are used to compute either the interchange coefficient 

between the two phases or the fraction of catalyst present in the 

bubble phase. The results of studies using this technique are summarized 

in Table A-2. 

Although the parameters obtained by this technique may satisfactorily 

represent the individual experimental results, it is doubtful that 

these parameters have any physical significance under other operating 

conditions for fluidized beds of complex flow patterns. 

So far most of the experimental data on kinetic study in fluidized 

beds were fitted on the two phase model. A general expression of the 

two phase model can be given as 

~C b ~2C b 

F~- t - F D b ~h 2 

~C e ~2C e 
f--- f D 

~t e ~h 2 

~C b 
- -  + F u ~ + F 0 (C b - Ce) + F 7 = 0 (I) 

s 

8C 
e 

--+ f u --+ F 0 (C e - C b) + fs 7 = 0 (2) 
e ~h 

Most of the investigators used a simplified form of the two phase 

model by either assuming or estimating some of the terms in Equations (i) 

and/or (2). In Table A-3the results of the theoretical development of 

the two phase model are summarized. 

As has been observed, numerous studies have tried to explain the 

flow pattern of gas in fluidized beds, the main difficulty seems to 



TABLE A-2 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF MODEL PARAMETERS 

ii. REACTION }~THOD 
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Authors 

Shen 
Johnstone 
(37) 

Massimila 

Johnstone 
(29) 

Mathis 
Watson (30) 

Lewis,et al. 

(34) 

Orcutt, 
et ai.(34) 

Gomezplata 
Shuster 

(i0) 

Kobayashi, 

et al.(20) 

Kobayashi, 
et al. (21) 

Ishii 

Osberg 

(13) 

Kato(I6) 

Parameter 
Assumed 

a=O 

e Umf 
D =0or® 
e 

a=O 

u e Umf 

I De=O 

• D =0 
e 

u e Umf 

u =0 
e 

D =0or~ 
e 

a=O 

u = 0 
e 

a=O 

u e Umf 
D =0 
e 

U = U 
D e 0mf 
e 

u e Umf 

D e = 0 

dispersion 

model 

U 
e umf 

D = 0  
e 

Experimental Conditions 

' i 

Parameter and 
Experimental Results 

decomposition of nitrous oxide 

D R = 11.4 cm., Lf=26 32 cm. 

dp = 60 " 200 mesh 

parameter: F 
k = 0.06 - 0.85 (I/see) 

oxidation of NH 3 

D R = 11.4, Lmf ~ 26 - 54 

dp = I00 " 325 mesh 

em. 

decomposition of cumene 

D R = 5 " 10.2 cm.,Lmf=lO~31 cm. 

dp = i00 ~ 200 mesh 

hydrogenation of ethylene 
I D_ = 5.2 cm., L . = ii - 53 cm. 

d~ = O.OOl " 0.~63, cm~ ,, 

parameter: F 

k = 0.o71 (i/~ec) 

, parameter: F_, a 

k = I.i - 15.2 (i/see) 

a = 0.05 - 0.18,F=0.4~0.8 

k = 0.I ~ 3.0 (I/see) 

decomposition of cumene 

D R = 7.6 Lmf = 3.8 - 20 cm. 

dp = I00 " 200 mesh 

decomposition of ozone 

D R = 8.3 cm.,Lmf = i0 ~ i00 cm. 

dp = 60 " 80 mesh 

: decomposition of ozone 

! D R = 20 cm.~L ~ = i0 - i00 cm. 

dp 60 " S0 ~esh 
! 

packed fluidized bed iso- 

merization of cyclo-propane, 

! D R = 4.2 " 12 cm., Lmf=15 " 50 cm; 
! 

dp = i00 " 200 mesh,Dp=l " 2.5 cm: 
T ' ? 

L ' 
packed fluidized bed hydro- !parameter: 
genation of ethylene 

I D R = 8.7 cm.,Lmf = i0 ~ 30 cm. 

I dp = i00 " 200 mesh,Dp= I 3 cm. 

parameter: F , a 

k = 0.75 (i/s~c) 

parameter: a 

k = 0.i - 0.8 i/see 

a = 15 (L/Lmf - i) 

parameter: a 
k = 0.2 - 3.5 (1/see) 

a = 0.i - 0.3 (--) 

k = 0.5 - 2.1 (i/see) 

a 

k = i.i -3.3 (i/sec) 

a = 0.35- 0.45 

decomposition of ozone 

D R = i0 " 15 cm.,Lf = 30-60 cm. 

dp = 0.001 " 0.003 cm. 

parameter: Fo, a 

k = 0.64 (i/see) 



TABLE A-3 THEORETICAL STUDY OF THE TWO-PHASE MODEL 
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Authors 

Van 

Deemter 
(41) 

Muchi 
(32) 

Mamuro, 
Muchi 
(28) 

Van 

Parameter 
Assumed 

a=O 
u = 0 
e 

D =D 
e s 

U ~- e Umf 

O<D <~ 
e 

U e Umf 

a =  0 

D = 0 
e 

Deemter 
(42) 

Kunii, 
Levenspie] 
(22) 

Davidson, 
Harrison 

Ue = 0 

D =0 or ~ 
e 

(5) ~ = 0 

Kobayashi a 
e 

Arai ( 1 7 )  

D 
e 

= 0 

= 0 

Method 

a steady-state ana- 
lysis of gas back- 
mixing and residence 
time curve and first 
order reaction by 
two phase model 

a study of effect of 

Fo,a,De,U e on con- 

version of a first 
order reaction 

analysis of a first 
order reaction 
based on the two- 
phase cell model 

analysis of back 
mixing,residence 
time curve of 
tracer gas and the 
first order reactions 

analysis of various 
phenomena in fluid- 
ized beds by the 
"bubbling bed model" 

estimation of con- 
versions for a 
first order 
i 

Teaction 

a study of the 

effect of k , a , D  e 
and  F o n  c o n -  

O 
v e r s i o n  o f  a 

f i r s t  o r d e r  

r e a c t i o n  

FL 
O 

Hk=-- 
U 

aorF 
O 

H k = 0.5 - 2.5 a = 0 

F 
O 

-- = 0.05 

= shape factor of bubble 

F = 0.4 - 1.2 (i/sec) 
O 

1 1 i 

F F o Fbc ce 

i Um= DI/2 1/4 
Fbc=45(--~-)+5"85( 5~4 ) 

B D B 
E .Dut 1/2 

Fce=6.78 (--~-~/) 

5.85DI/2 gl/4 

5/4 
D B 

4.5Umf 

D B 

Remarks 

parameter, F^. i s  
no t  r e l a t e d  ~o the 

parameter: D B 

model does not 
account for bubble 
growth in the bed 

parameters a, F 
O 

D e a r e  n o t  r e l a t e d  t 

t h e  b u b b l e  m o v e m e n t  

by a single effectiv 
size of the bubble 

parameter: D 
B 

model is characteriz 

parameter a, F o, u e 

are not related to 
the bubble growth 
in the bed 

F ~. 

O 

no relation between 
bubble movement and 
parameters 

bubble movement 
in the bed 
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revolve about obtaining a satisfactory flow model which will fit the observed 

conversion in fluidized beds under a wide range of conditions. Thus a new flow 

model taking into account the presence of an assemblage of bubbles seems to 

be needed. 

1.3 Bubble Assemblage Model 

In developing a model for the flow of gas through a fluidized bed based 

on an assemblage of bubbles, following simplifying assumptions are made. 

(a) A fluidized bed may be represented by "n" numbers of compartments 
in series. The height of each compartment is equal to the size of 
each bubble at the corresponding bed height. This assumption not 
only makes it possible for the introduction of bubbles of multiple 
sizes into the flow model but also makes it convenient for computer 
calculations. 

(b) Each compartment is considered to consist of the bubble phase and the 
emulsion phase. The gas flowing through the bubble phase and the 
emulsion phase is considered to be completely mixed within each phase. 

(c) The void space within the emulsion phase is considered to be equal 
to that of the bed at incipient fluidizing conditions. The upward 
velocity of the gas in the emulsion phase is at u e. 

(d) The bubble phase is assuemd to consist of spherical bubbles surrounded 
by spherical clouds. The diameter of the bubbles and that of cloud 
are given by Davidson(4) as 

R 3 u b + 2 Umf/emf 

) Ub - Umf/emf 
(3) 

for Ub>Umf/emf 

Under normal operating conditions, u b is much larger than Umf/~ f. 
In this region cloud formation around the bubble can be observe~. 
However, when large particles are used for fluidization, Umf is 
correspondingly large and therefore, the bubble velocity can become 
smaller than u ~/e ~. The calculation presented here based on the 

ml 
proposed model wou~ not be applicable to this range of operation. 
The voidage within the cloud is assumed to be the same as that in 
the emulsion phase. 

(e) The total volume of the gas bubbles within the bed may be expressed 

as (L - Lmf) S. 

(f) Gas interchange takes place between the two phases. Overall inter- 
change coefficient per unit volume of gas bubbles is given by 

F d = F ° + K'M (4) 
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(g) The bubbles are considered to grow continuously while passing through 
the bed until they reach the maximum stable size or reach the 
diameter of the bed column. Harrison, et al.(ll) showed that the 
maximum &table bubble diameter is attained when the upward flowing 
velocity becomes the terminal velocity of particles. The maximum 
stable bubble diameter, DT, can be found from 

u T 2 1 (5) 
v T * (0-DT) 

(h) Since the effective thermal diffusivity and the heat transfer 
coefficient (43) in a fluidized bed have been shown to be very large, 
the bed is assumed to be operating under isothermal conditions. 
The majority of experimental data reported are also obtained under 
isothermal conditions. 

Bubble Size 

The studies on bubble growth are numerous, among them the works of 

Yasui and Johanson (45), Toei, et al. (39), Hiraki, et al. (12), Kobayashi,et ai.(18) 

and Baugarten and Pigford (2) are noteworthy. Their experimental data are 

plotted in Fig.A-i following Kobayashi, et al. (18), in terms of DB/Opdp(u/Umf) 
and the bed height, h. In this figure, some additional data were incor- 

porated into the original plot of Kobayshi, et al. (18) Although some 

scattering of the data is seen, the bubble diameter and the distance from the 

distributor can be approximately related by the correlation equation of 

Kobayashi et al. (18) as 

V B = 1.4 ppdp (u_u_) h 
Umf 

Examination of Fig. A-I reveals that the bubble diameter is not nec- 

(6) 

cessarily proportional to the first power of the bed height. In fact 

several sets of the data indicate the power on the bed height to be somewhat 

smaller than unity. However, before more accurate measurement of bubble 

diameter with respect to bed height becomes possible, there is at present no 

Justification of using more sophisticated correlation beyond that of 

(18) 
Kobayashi, et al. 

Strictly speaking, the bubble diameter also should vary slightly with 

the bed diameter, D R under the same fluidization conditions. There is an 

experimental evidence indicating that the bubble diameters are slightly 
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smaller when the bed diameter becomes larger. However, the relationship 

between the bubble velocity and the bubble diameter is also affected by the 

change in bed diameter. In other words, for a larger bed, the velocity 

of the bubble having the same diameter will become slightly larger due to 

the reduced friction along the wall of the bed. J~st how great the wall 

effect on the bubble velocity is not very clear at present. Hence, until 

additional research is made to provide more refined relationship between 

the bubble velocity and the bed diameter, Equations (6) and (8) are believed 

to be most reliable today. 

The above correlation is based on the data obtained using porous plates 

as the distributor. For perforated plates the size of bubbles at the surface 

of the distributor are substantial and therefore must be taken into consideration. 

According to Cooke, et al. (3) the bubble size at the surface of a 

perforated plate having n o number of holes, can be calculated from 

(6G/~)O'4/g 0"2 based on the work of Davidson and Harrison (5) where 

G = (u - Umf)/n . Therefore, in general, the diameter of bubbles in a 
o 

fluidized bed can be approximated by 

D B = 1.4 ppdp (u__~_) h + D O (7) 
Umf 

6G 0.4/g0.2 
where D O = (~) 

The validity of Equation (7) is tested using the experimental data of 

Cooke, et al. (3) and is shown in Table A-4. 

Equation (7) can be used to compute local average bubble diameter 

along the axis of the fluidized bed. 

Voidage Distribution and Bubble Velocity 

In developing the gas flow model, it is necessary to know the voidage 

(i) and that of distribution within the fluidized bed. The study of Bakker 

Fan, et al. (8) indicate the voidage up to the bed height corresponding 
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Correlation Equation of Kobayashi, et al. 
Equation (6) 
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f, 
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& 

0 

A 8 
b 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 
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4 6 8 10 20 40 60 80 100 200 

h (cm] 

FIGURE A-I CORRELATION OF BUBBLE DIAMETER ALONG THE BED 
AXIS FOR CRO~D OF BUBBLES 
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O 

O 

A 

A 

m 

v 

(D 

Hiraki, et al. (12) 

Kobayashi,et al. (18) 

Toei, et al. (39) 

Yasui and 
Johnson (45) 

Tanaka (38) 

Winter (44) 

Baugarte~29nd 
Pigford ~ " 

Romero (35) 

Material 

F.C.C. catalyst 

silica gel 

glass 

glass 

olivine 

coal 

magetite 

V.O.P. catalyst 

silica gel 

glass 

glass 

glass 

dp [cm] 

0.015 

0.0194 

0.0137 

0.0041 - 0.0267 

0.0042 ~ 0.015 

0.0692 

0.0072 

0.0078 

0.0213 

0.011 - 0.025 

0.0074 

0.0071 
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TABLE A-4 COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL BUBBLE 
DIAMETER WITH CALCULATED VALUES USING EQ.(7) 

condition u U/Umf h(cm) D DB cal. 
(era) 

Umf = 5 cm/sec. 

Op : 1.4 g/cc 

perforated plate 

n = 0.1/cm 2 
o 

D R = 30 cm x 1.2 cm 

36 72 20 15 

36 72 40 24 

24 4.8 20 12.5 

24 4.8 40 21.0 

18 3.6 20 9.8 

18 3.6 40 16.0 

18 3.6 60 22 

18 3.6 80 27 

16.2 

27.4 

11.5 

19.3 

9.1 

14.8 

20.4 

26.0 

~Based on data from Cooke, et al. (3) 
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to Lmf can be considered approximately uniform and that the voidage above 

Lmf increases along the bed height• For an approximation, it is assumed 

that above the bed height corresponding to Lmf,(l - E) decreases linearly 

with respect to the bed height• It is further assumed that the average 

bed height reported in the experiments can be considered as an arithmatic 

average of the maximum bed height corresponding to g = 1 and Lmf. 

Following Davidson and Harrison (5), the velocity of rise of a crowd 

of bubbles through a fluidized bed can be calculated by 

u b = u o - umf + 0.711 (g DB)I/2 (8) 

Now, if the characteristic bubble diameter is taken as that corresponding 

to thebubble situated at Lmf/2 , from Equations (7) and (8) and assumption 5, 

the bed expansion ratio can be expressed as 

1/2 

(L - Lmf) / Lmf = (u - Umf) /( 0.711 (g DB) } (9) 

where D B is an average bubble diameter of the bed given by 

% = l'4ppdp (~f) ~ + D o 

In Figure A-2 t~bed expansions calculated from Equation (9) are compared 

with the experimental data of Leva, et al (25) Lewis, et al (27) and 

Tanaka (38). As seen from the figure, the ratios of calculated bed height 

to experimental bed height are within ~ 10% of i•0 indicating a favorable 

agreement. Thus, in model development, Equation (9) may be used to 

compute the bed height with reasonable accuracy. Once the bed expansion 

ratio is known, the voidage from the distributor up to a height cor- 

responding to Lmf and that from Lmf to the top of the bed can be computed, 

respectively, as 
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Material 

O Leva, et al. (25) round sand 

0 round and 
sharp sand 

Fisher-Tropsch.Cat. 

O Lewis,et al. (27) glass-beads 

Tanaka (38) silica gel 

d~, [cm] D R [cm] 

0.0063-0.0381 6.35 

0.00775 6.35 - 10.15 

0.00705 - 0.0385 

0.0102 - 0.056 

10.15 

6.35 " 11.4 

0.021 20.0 

1.15 

I.i 

1.0 -- 

Lcal 
Lobs 

0,9 . 

0.85 

A 

r, A 

oo 

® O V ~oO~ 
@ 

o% B £a ° O 
o o  ~ 
O 

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 2 4 6 8 i0  20 
m 

4O 

Umf 

FIGURE A-2 COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL BED EXPANSION 
WITH CALCUI,ATED BED EXPANSION 
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and 

1 - c = -~-Lmf (i - Emf) for h <. Lmf (ii) 

Lmf(l - Emf)(h - Lmf) 
1 - ¢ = Lm--~f (i- £mf) - (12) 

L 2L (L - LinE) 

for Lmf <_ h < Lmf + 2(L - Lmf) 

Gas Velocity in Emulsion Phase 

Since the knowledge of the upward velocity of the gas flowing in 

the emulsion phase, u , is still a controversial subject, we shall assume 
e 

£hat for large U/Umf , u e is negligibly small. This is a reasonable 

assumption in view of the fact that the experimental findings of May (31) 

and Kunii and Levenspiel (22) indicate the emulsion gas may reverse its 

direction in vigorously bubbling beds. According to Kunii and Levenspiel (22) , 

the velocity of gas flowing in the emulsion phase in the axial direction 

can be expressed as 

U 
e 

%f 

L iLmf) 
Emf ~ (o u b 

L-Lmf L-Lmf 

(13) 

where ~ is the ratio of the volume of emulsion transported upward behind 

a bubble(i.e, volume of wake) to the volume of a bubble. The value of 

is approximately 0.2 " 0.3 according to the experimental study of Rowe 

(36) 
and Partridge . Therefore, under normal experimental conditions, 

Equation (13) yields Ue/Umf = 0.5 for U/Umf = 3, and Ue/Umf = 0 for 

U/Umf = 5 ~ 6. Latham, et al. (24) also studied using a tracer gas to 

locate the velocity at which the emulsion gas will reverse its direction 

(u e = 0) and found that Ue = 0 when U/Umf = 2.7 ~ 6.0. Based on the above 

experimental  f ind ings  and the argument presented by Levenspiel  and 

Kunii (23), it would be reasonable to assume u = 0 under most of the normal 
e 

operating conditions. 
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Interchange Coefficient 

The gas interchange Between the bubble phase and emulsion phase 

involves direct interchange of gas in bubbles and in emulsion, and indirect 

interchange due to adsorbed gas on the surface of interchanging particles. 

Since no experimental data are available for the particle interchange rate, M, 

and adsorption equilibrium constant, K', for the reacting gas on particle 

surfaces, the analysis presented here will neglect gas interchange due to 

adsorbed gas on interchanging particles. Therefore, Equation (4) is reduced 

to F d = F o, As to the direct gas interchange, semi-theoretical studies by 

Zenz (46) Davidson and Harrison (5) and Kunii and Levenspiel (22) as well as 

an analysis based on the stimulus-response curve from tracer data using the 

two phase model by Kobayashi, et al. (19) are available. Most of these 

studies agree on one point that the interchange coefficient, F o, is appro- 

ximately inversely proportional to the bubble diameter. Therefore, the 

following equation based on the experimental work of Kobayashi, et al. (19) 

F ° = II/D B (14) 

will be used: 

In a recent study, Toei, et al. (40) injected a single C02 bubble 

into a fluidized bed and measured the variation of CO 2 concentration within 

the bubble. They calculated the gas interchange coefficient based on these 

measurements and found that Fo, which is somewhat affected by the particle 

diameter, can be approximated by 3/D B - 6/D B. Since their study pertains 

to a single bubble, the effects of bubble collisions and coalesence are not 

taken into consideration. It is therefore not unreasonable to assume that 

in a vigorously fluidizing bed, the interchange coefficient is more closely 

represented by Equation (14). 
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1.4 Calculation Procedure Based on Bubble Assemblage Model 

Let the height of n-th compartment be Ahn, where n = i, 2, 3, ... 

Based on an arithmatic average of bubble size, the height of initial 

compartment immediately above the distributor becomes 

D O + (mAh I + D o) D 
Ahl = 2 or Ah I _ o 

( 1  - ~) 
ppdp ---~-) where m = 1.4 (Um , a proportionality constant relating the bubble 

diameter for a given operating condition. The height of the second 

compartment then becomes 

Ah 2 = 2D (2+m) 
-o (2_m) 2 

and that of n-th compartment becomes, 

(2+m) n-1 
Ah n = 2D o (15) 

(2-m) n 

The number of bubbles in the n-th compartment becomes 

6S(L - Lmf) 
N= 

2 
L(Ah n) 

The volume of cloud in the n-th compartment can be computed from 

Equation (3) as, 

where 

Nn (Ah n) 3 3Umf/~mf 

Vcn = 6 (u b ) - Umf/~mf 

u b = 0.711 (gAhn)1/2 

(16) 

(n) 

The total volume of the bubble phase and that of the emulsion phase in 

the n-th compartment are, respectively, 

N~(Ahn )3 u b + 2Umf/emf 

Vbn 6 (u b Umf/emf 
(18) 

Yen = SAh n - Vbn (19) 
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The distance from the distributor to the n-th compartment is 

n 

h = Z Ah 
n i=l i 

(20) 

The gas interchange coefficient based on unit volume of bubbles from 

Equation (3) can be shown as 

F F (Ub - Umf/emf).. 
, = (21) 

on on (u b +2Umf/emf) 

Hence, the material balance for the gaseous reactant around the n-th com- 

partment becomes, 

for the bubble phase, 

! 

(Su~) = {Fort V b (C b -Ce ) }n + (rb Vc)n 
n-I 

and for the emulsion phase, 

+ (SUCb) n (22) 

{F'.on Vb (C b -Ce)}n = (reVe)n (23) 

Where r b and r are the reaction rates per unit volume for the bubble 
e 

phase and emulsion phase respectively. For example, if the rate of 

reaction is a first order with respect to reactant gas, they become; 

kC b = r b = and r e kC . e 

The computational procedure for conversion and concentration profile 

in a fluidized reactor is given below when the operating conditions 

such as, particle size, d , particle density, ~, minimum fluidization 
P 

velocity, Umf, gas velocity, u, distributor arrangement, column diameter, DR, 

incipient bed height, Lmf, the reaction rate constant, k, and order of 

reaction are known. Note that this model requires no adjustable parameter. 
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First, Equations (8) and (9) are used to calculate the expanded bed 

height, L. Next, Equation (15) is used to compute the size of the n-th 

compartment. Using Equations (17), (18), and (19), the volumes of cloud, 

that of the bubble phase, and the emulsion phase for the n-th compartment 

are then calculated. Cbn and Cen are computed from (Cb) n_l and (Ce) n_l 

using Equations (22) and (23). The calculations are repeated from the 

distributor until the bed height equivalent to Lmf is reached. For bed 

height above Lmf, the voidage is adjusted by Equation (12) and Ven, Vbn' 

and V are obtained using the same procedure as that shown for the 
en 

height smaller than Lmf. 

reaches Lmf + 2(L - Lmf). 

is shown in Table A-~. 

The calculation is repeated until the bed height 

A computer logic diagram based on this procedure 

1.5 Results of Calculations 

Since most of the experimental data were obtained using porous plates, 

the bubble size at the surface is very difficult to estimate. Therefore, 

the height of initial compartment, Ahl, is assumed. It becomes necessary 

to test the effect of size of Ah I on the conversion in order to show the 

soundness of this assumption. For a comparatively small fluidized bed 

reactor, say column diameter of 5 cm. - 20 cm. and bed height of less than 

i00 cm., we should expect the sizes of bubbles forming on the surface 

of a porous plate to be quite small. It is therefore logical to assume that 

the height of the first compartment would be no more than a few centimeters. 

In Figure A-3 the effect of Ah I on conversion is examined for cases 

where reaction rate is comparatively fast (i.e. for large k). It is quite 

obvious that for slow reactions, the size of compartment is of little 

significance on overall conversion and is therefore not examined. As can 
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TABLE A-5 LOGIC DIAGRAM FOR COMPUTER SIMULATION 

[ sTART"t 

No 

No 

STOP 

1 

f Read dp, pp, Umf, D R, U) k, C o, Lmf 

Calc. L from Eq. (9) 

3 
Calc. Vcn, Vbn, Ven ] 

I 

Calc. Cb(n), Ce(n) I 
I 

from Cb(n_l), Ce(n_l) I 

Calc. Vcn, Vbn, Yen 

t a l c .  C b ( n ) ,  C e ( n )  

from Cb(n_l), Ce(n_l, ' 

- C = Cb(n)  
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be seen from the figure, the initial height of the compartment, Ahl, does 

not affect greatly on overall conversion even for fast reactions. In 

actual calculation therefore, Ah I = 1.O cm. is used. 

For a large fluidized bed reactor which has a perforated plate dis- 

tributor, Equation (15) aogether with information on the number and the 

size of holes must be used to calculate the height of initial compartment. 

In order to demonstrate the validity of the proposed model, conversions 

in fluidized beds based on the kinetic information given in Table 2 are 

calculated. The results of calculation are then compared with actual 

experimental conversions. In Figs.A-4,5,and 6 the extent of conversion 

along the bed height are shown for three sets of data; those of Lewis, 

et al. (26) for comparatively large reactions rates, those of Kobayashi 

and Arai (20) for intermediate reaction rates and those of Massimilla 

(29) 
and Johnstone for small reaction rates, respectively. 

As can be seen from these figures, when the rate of reaction is small, 

the concentration of gas in the emulsion phase is not too much different 

from that in the bubble phase. However, when the rate of reaction is 

large, the difference in concentrations between the two phases become 

very significant. For a fast reaction, a great deal of gaseous reactant 

in the emulsion phase is seen to be converted in the immediate vicinity 

of the distributor. These observations imply that for fast reactions the 

gas interchange between the two phases is of primary importance whereas for 

slow reactions the gas interchange between the two phases does not affect 

significantly on the conversion. 

To examine the gas velocity effect, a comparison of the conversion 

predicted by the model and that from actual experiments is shown in Figure A-7- 

In FigureA-8 the calculated conversion is compared with the experimental 
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conversion based on nearly all the data presented in the studies listed 

in Table 2. Considering the difficulties in obtaining accurate kinetic 

information from fixed bed experimentation and the possible variation 

of catalyst activities during the fluidized bed operation, the agreement 

must be regarded to be quite remarkable. 

1.6 Discussion 

The computation using the "Bubble Assemblage Model" indicates that for 

most of the experimental conditions tested, the number of compartments 

are usually greater than i0. This means, in terms of the flow pattern, 

the gas passing through the bubble phase is close to plug flow. This is 

probably a reasonable conclusion. The flow pattern of gas in the emulsion 

phase may be also regarded to be close to plug flow although in the 

actual computation, because u = 0 is used, it turns out to be a dead 
e 

space interchanging gas with the bubble phase. This may invite an argument 

since some investigators regard the flow in this phase to be close to complete 

mixing. However, as Lewis, et al. (26) and Muchi (32) pointed out that under 

normal operations, the calculation of conversion in a fluidized bed reactor 

based on the two phase model is not affected significantly by the flow 

patterns in the emulsion phase; ~hether it is assumed to be plug flow or 

completely ~ixed. The important aspect of a flow model for a fluidized 

bed is to correctly account for the bubbling phenomena and associating 

gas interchange between the two phases. Using probes, Tanaka (38), recently 

measured the concentration profile along axial direction in a 20 cm. 

diameter column for the decomposition of ozone. Since the concentration 

obtained by the probe is an average between the emulsion phase and the 

bubble phase, it may be compared with the concentrations predicted by the 

model using the following relation. 
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L 
_ L - Lmf Cb + mf Ce ' for h < L 
C = Lm f ~ - mf (24) 

Figure A-9 shows this comparison. The agreement again seems to be remarkable. 

Notice that the reaction progresses very rapidly just above the distributor. 

The profile calculated from a model characterized by a single effective 

bubble size is unlikely to exhibit such a trend. 

The foundation of the proposed "Bubble Assemblage Model" lies on the 

knowledge of variation ~n bubble diameters along the bed axis. Hence more 

accurate measurement of bubble growth is necessary to ascertain the bubble 

diameter correlation presented here. In addition the knowledge of gas 

interchange between the two phases is also a very important factor parti- 

cularly for fast reactions and therefore should be further investigated. 

The characteristics of the proposed model is its versatility and adaptability 

for varying situations. This is believed to be due to the fact that the 

model is developed based on an assemblage of multiple bubbles which grow 

as they rise through the bed. The scale-up consideration is now possible 

with fair amount of confidence in the accuracy of the results. The model 

is also convenient for computer simulation and can handle rather easily 

even cases involving complex reaction rate expressions. One of the 

weaknesses of this model as in any other model is the uncertainty of knowledge 

of gas velocity in the emulsion phase, u . It can be shown that the con- 
e 

version calculated based on this model is rather insensitive to the value of 

Ue, nevertheless, further investigation on this ~ubject is needed. The 

model can be extended to include solid particle mixing pattern which may 

be used to develop a fluidized bed reactor model for a non-catalytic 

solid-gas reacting system. This will be presented in another paper. 
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1.7 Conclusion 

The catalytic conversion measured by experiments of others can be 

predicted by the "Bubble Assemblage Model" in terms of the reported kinetic 

constants and the operating conditions. The model needs no adjustable 

parameters and is useful for design and scale-up of the fluidized bed reactor. 

The correct grasp of the bubbling phenomena together with the knowledge 

of bed expansion, voidage distribution, gas interchange between bubbles 

and the emulsion pahse, are the key to the success of the development of 

this model. It is hoped that models developed will promote further investi- 

gations so that a more accurate and versatile model can be developed. 



Notation 

a fraction of fluidized particles in bubble phase 

e concentration of reactant 

concentration of reactant in bubble phase 

concentration of reactant in emulsion phase 

concentration of reactant in bubble phase at n-th 
compartment 

concentration of reactant in emulsion phase at n-th 
compartment 

average concentration of reactant defined in Eq. (23) 

diffusivity of reactant gas 

bubble diameter at surface of distributor 

axial dispersion coefficient of reactant in bubble phase 

axial dispersion coefficient of reactant in emulsion phase 

effective bubble diameter 

packing diameter in packed fluidized bed 

axial solid dispersion coeffficienu in emulsion phase 

maximum stable bubble diameter 

fluidized particle diameter 

axial gas dispersion coefficient in the bed 

volumetric fraction of gas in the bubble phase 

overall gas interchange coefficient per unit volume 
of gas bubble 

gas interchange coefficient per unit volume of gas bubble 

gas interchange coefficinet at the n-th compartment 

volumetric fraction of solid in bubble phase 

c b 

C 
e 

Cbn 

C 
e n  

N 

C 

D 

D 
O 

D b 

D 
e 

D B 

Dp 

D S 

D T 

d 
P 

E z 

F 

F d 

F 
O 

F 
on 

F 
S 

f 

f 
S 

g 

volumetric fraction of gas in emulsion phase 

volumetric fraction of solids in emulsion phase 

gravitational acceleration 
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(---) 

(g-mol/cc) 

(g-mol/cc) 

(g-mol/cc) 

(g-mol/cc) 

(g-mol/cc) 

(g-mol/cc) 

(cm2/sec) 

(em) 

(cm2/sec) 

(cm2/sec) 

(cm) 

(cm) 

(cm2/sec) 

(em) 

(cm) 

(cm2/sec) 

(--) 

(i/sec) 

(i/sec) 

(1/see) 

(i/see) 

(i/sec) 

(i/see) 

(em/sec 2) 
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h 

Ah 

h 
n 

K' 

k 

L 

Lmf 

Lcal 

Lob 

M 

N 

NRep 

n 
o 

R 
C 

r 

r b 

r 
e 

S 

t 

u 

u b 
| 

u b 

umf 

u 
e 

u T 

Vbn 

V 
c n  

Ven 

distance from the distributor (cm) 

length of the n-th compartment (cm) 

distance between the distributor and n-th compartment (cm) 

adsorption equilibrium constant (--) 

reaction rate constant (I/see) 

bed height (cm) 

bed height at minimum fluidized velocity (cm) 

bed height calculated from Equation (9) (cm) 

Observed bed height in the fluidized bed (cm) 

solid interchange coefficient between the bubble phase 
and the emulsion phase per unit volume of bubble 

number of bubbles in n-th compartment 

particle Reynolds number 

number of holes per unit surface area of distributor 

radius of cloud 

radius of bubble 

reaction rate per unit volume of catalyst 

reaction rate in bubble phase per unit volume of cloud 

reaction rate in emulsion phase per unit volume of cloud 

cross sectional area of the bed 

tire 

superficial gas velocity 

bubble rising velocity 

bubble rising velocity based on fixed axis 

superficial gas velocity at minimum fluidization velocity 

superficial gas velocity in the emulsion phase 

terminal velocity of fluidized particles 

volume of the bubble phase at the n-th compartment 

volume of tile cloud at the n-th compartment (cc) 

volume of the emulsion phase at the n-th compartment (cc) 

(i/see) 

(--) 

(--) 

(llcm 2) 

(cm.) 

(cm) 

(gmole/sec .cc) 

(gmole/sec. cc) 

(gmole/sec .cc) 

(cm 2) 

(sec) 

(cm/sec) 

(cm/sec) 

(cm/sec) 

(cm/sec) 

(cm/sec) 

(cm/sec) 

(cc) 



X 

£ 

£ 

P 

Emf 

Pp 

conversion of the reactant gas 

ratio of the volume of wake to volume of bubble 

void fraction 

void fraction of fixed packing 

void fraction at Umf 

kinematic viscosity 

particle density 
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(--) 

-(--) 

(--) 

(--) 

(--) 

(--) 

Ccm2/sec) 
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2. Mass Transfer in Fixed a~Ld Fluidized Beds 

2.1 Introduction 

Masstransfer bet~veen particle and fluid in fixed and fluidized beds 

has been the subject of study by many investigators because i t  is fundamentally 

associated with many chemical engineering processes such as catalytic reaction, 

gasification of fossil fuel, iron exchange operation, drying, adsorption, 

etc, In gas-solid systems, mass transfer coefficients have been evaluated 

usually by evaporation of water from porous particles and by sublimation of 

naphthalene particles in a gas stream. In liquid-solid systems, dissolution 

of organic particles such as benzoic acid in water and electrolytic reactions 

are usually employed to obtain mass transfer coefficients. The mass transfer 

coefficients thus obtained are usually correlated via Jd factor plot in 

terms of Reynold's number and Sher.vood's number. A summary of mass transfer 

data obtained by previous investigators is shown in Figures A-I.~ and A-f1 for 

fixed beds and fluidized beds respectively, Shirai (27) presented an em- 

pirical equation for both fixed beds and fluidized beds for Reynold's hUm- 

ber above lO0: 

(Nsh) ~ = 2.0+0.75 (NRepl/2 , (Nscl/3 (1) 

McConnachie and Thodos (18) also presented a correlation based on mass trans- 

fer data in fixed bed of many investigators as follows: 

Jd = I'!27 (2) 
(tlRep) 0-'-41 - 1.52 

dUp 
where rlRep u~ I- c) 

Neither equation (1) nor equation (2) represents satisfactcrily for solid- 

gas mass transfer in fixed beds at low Reynold's number. As sho~.In in Fiq. A-11 
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Key to Fig. A-10 

Autho= 
I. Hob~on and Thodos 

2. Bar llan and Resnick 

3. Hurt 

4. Resnick and White 

5. Bradshaw and Bennett 

6, Gamson and Thodos 

7. White and Hougen 

8. Dryden et al 

9. Ishino et al 
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Key to Fig. A-II 

Author 

(a)Chu et al 

(b)Bradshaw and Myers 

(c)Riccetti and Thodos 

(d)Resnick and White 

(e)Kettenring et al 

(f)Richardson and Szekey 

I-A 
I-B 
I-C 
I-D 
I-E 

3-A 
3-B 

4-A 
4-B 
4-C 

d,(cm) 

0,0762 
0.0736 
0.195 
0.546 
0.874 

0.09"~0.195 
O. 296 

0.0986 
0.070 
0.0495 
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w~en Reynold's number is less than I0, the mass transfer coeff ic ient  in 

solid-gas fixed beds becomes considerably smaller then the theoretical 

coef f ic ient  for a single part ic le in a stagnant gas medium (.~Xsh = 2,0), 

In addition i t  is also evident that for low Reynold's number, Sherwood's 

number for the solid-gas systems is considerably lower than that of the 

so l id- l iqu id systems, The deviation among the various investigatorsalso 

becomes substantial indicating questionable r e l i a b i l i t y  of the data in this 

range, In this paper experir, ental datawere obtained for the sublimation of 

small naphthalene particles (d = 0,4"--0.016 cm) in fixed bed. These 

data together with experimental data by the previous investigators are 

correlated to obtain a generalized relation for solid-gas mass transfer 

coef f ic ient  in fixed bed systems, Furthermore, this correlation is used to 

sho,~ ho,v mass transfer coeficient for f luidized beds can be predicted 

from the "Bubble Assemblage I1odel" previously proposed (14) The calcul 

ated coeff icients are then compared with the experimental values reported 

by various investigators, 

2.2 Experimental Equipment and Procedure 

The experimental equipment used is shown in Fi~I,c-12.Air from 

compressor (A) is dried in dehydration tower (C) packed with slica gel 

and is freed from CO 2 and moisture in decarbonation tower (D) packed with 

soda-lime (CaO ~laOH). I t  then enters the rotameter (GI) , for metering the 

flow rate and passes through a constant temperature bath (H) in which i t  is 

heated to29,5°C before being introduced to the fixed bed, (1). Naphtha- 

lene is sublimed in the fixed bed and is carried into converter (J) where 

i t  is completely burned to CO 2 and H20. The gas chromotgraph (K) is used for 
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analysis of CO 2 from which the concentration of naphthalene in air stream 

is calculated. The cor v,:rter (J) is packed vlith oxidized copper screen and 

is heated to 600°C. The gas chrom{Itograph detects no trace of other oxides 

in the gas stream. To prevent condensation of naphthalene vapor between the 

exit point of the constant temperature tath (H) and the entrance point of 

the converter (J), the tube is heated to 50°C. Since in this experiment 

relatively small particles are used, the specific surface area of particles 

is quite large indicating considerably large mass transfer rate. This im- 

plies that the amount of naphthalene particles in the fixed bed can not 

be too great and that the length of time of experiment can not be too long 

so that no substantial change in particle diameter may take place. (Re- 

duction in diameter of particle less than I01; in all cases,) 

The reasons~dly naphthalene is converted to CO 2 for the gas anal#,sis 

are: 

(a) A higher temperature must be maintained in the gas chromatograph 

i f  naphthalene is to be analyzed directly. 

(b) A longer retention tir, e is required for naphthalene analysis. 

(c) The vapor pressure of naphthalene (0.129 ~m Hg) is small resul- 

ting a considerably lo,.ver peak than that of CO 2 which occupies lO times the 

volume of naphthalene. 

The gas chromatograph column is packed ~vith 35-42 mesh activated 

carbon and is kept at 55°C,v~hile the carrier gas used is hydrooen. 

The fixed bed used for experimentation is sho'.sn in Fig. ~-t3 I t  i s  a 

cylinder ;vith 2.5 cm I,D. and 4 cm tal l  packed f i r s t  ~vith inert particles 

(acryl beads or glass beads) having the same narticle size (0.5~-I .0 cm) 

as that of naphthalene particles. Approximately5 to lO times more naphthalene 

parLicles are then placed on the top of the inert particles, Additional 
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inert particles are placed on the top of the naphthalene particles, The top 

and the bottom of the bed are supported by I00~200 me;h wire gauze. The 

inert particles placed above and below the naphthalene particles are to re- 

duce the end effects as well as to smooth out the radial velocity prof i le of 

the gas in the bed. The temperature of the bed is maintained at 29.6°C by 

means of a constant temperature bath. The pressure is measured by a mano- 

meter and is found to be exactly l atm. 

Naphthalene particles used in mass transfer study are prepared as fol-  

lows. The upper portion of a cylindrical vessel containing water is heated 

to boil ing. Pure naphthalene powder is introduced gradually into the boil ing 

water, Since the melt inq point of naphthalene is 81°C, the powder qu ick ly  

melts in the bo i l i ng  zone and slovlly bece~;es t iny  l i qu id  droplets.  As these 

droplets slowly sink to the bottom of the vessel because of the small density 

d i f ference,  they become spherical naphthalene par t i c les ,  These small 

particles are then dried and screened. Examination under mlcroscope shows that 

particles thus obtained are almost perfedt spheres. 

The molecular d i f f i s i v i t y  of naphthalene in air  at 29.6°C and l arm 

is O.OGl9 cm2/sec (24) amdthe corresponding Schmidt number is calculated to 

be 2,57, 

2.3 Analysis of Experimental Data and Results 

I f  the flow of gas through f ixed beds can be approximated by a plug 

U dC = kf a (C s - C) 
(3) 

With the boundary conditions at z : O, C = O, we have 

C s u Cs L In (4) kf  : -  In 
aL C s- C A s C s- C 

f low,  a material balance on naphthalene in the bed can be wr i t ten as 
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6W 
: 6(I -~ )_ and A s = dp'-- Where a 

d P 

Mass transfer coefficient, kf, can be calculated from equation (4) 

i f  weight of naphthalene used, the gas flo~v rate and the concentration of 

naphthalene at the exit of the fixed bed (calculated from CO 2 concentration 

measurement) are knovm, 

Preliminary tests indicate that tile mass transfer coefficient is 

not affected by the ~veight ratio of naphthalene particles and the inert 

particles in the bed, The experimental data are plotted in Fig, A-14 in terms 

ofSher, vood number and Reynolds number, I t  can be seen from the figure, 

Shervood number is not only affected by the Reynolds number but also 

affected by the particle diameter and the effective bed }]eight (the height 

of naphthalene particles bed alone). In Fig.A-15 Shep, voods number is plotted 

against the ratio of particle diameter to bed height, (d/L),at a given 

particle Reynolds number. I t  is clear from the figure that at a constant 

Reynolds number, the Sher~lood number is approximately proportional to 

(d/L)0.6, Thus the mass transfer data for solid-gas fixed bed obtained in 

this experiment and those of the previous investigators are plotted in Fig. A-16 

in terms of.Nsh/(ilsc)~ and NRep(id)_ 0.6. Comparing Fig. A-ZO , in which 

Nsh/(:'Isc)~is plotted a qainst. NRe p, the data of Bar-llan and Resnick! 3) 

thatof Resnickand 'Jhite (21)" " and those of Hurt (12) which ;vere not satis- 

factorilycorrelated in F~.A-ZOis no,..1 well correlated into one line in Fig. A-Z6 

The following empirical equations are obtained from Fig. ~7 for solid-gas mass 

transfer in fixed beds. 

Nsh/ (Nsc)½ = 0,72 [NRe p. (d/L)0"6 ] 0,95 (5) 

for 0.I <': NRe p (d/L)0.6 <= 5 
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( lsj/3 r(shl : 1.25 [NRe p. (dlL)O'6 ] 0.63 (6) 

(d/L) 0,6 > for 103>= NRe p = 5 

2.4 Application of "Bubble Assemblage" ~odel for Solid-Gas Mass 

Transfer in Fluidized Bed Operations 

Recently a new model for f lu idized bed operation called "Bubble 

Assemblage" model (4) was proposed for catalyt ic reactors, In this section, 

the proposed mass transfer correlation in fixed beds is applied to the 

"Bubble Assemblage" model to calculate the part ic le -gas mass transfer 

coeff ic ientsin f lu id ized beds. 

As has been discussed elsewhere (4), the "Bubble Assemblage" model 

for f lu idized bed mass transfer operations is based on the following 

assumptions : 

(a) Hass transfer coefficient in the bubble phase may be approximated 

by the fixed bed solid-gas mass transfer coefficient at the gas velocity 

equivalent to U b, the bubble velocity, 

(b) Mass transfer coefficient in tile emulsion phase may be 

approximated by that in fixed beds at the gas velocity equivalent to Umf, 

(c) Solid-gas mass transfer coefficient is usually an order of 

magnitude faster than catalytic chemical reaction rate. Consequently, 

experimental measurement of concentration profile for mass transfer study 

must be carried out in a very shallow bed. ( I f  measurements are obtained 

in a ta l l  bed, exit concentration would approach too close to the saturation 

concentration and accurate determination becomes d i f f i cu l t , )  

Therefore, the size of the f i rs t  compartment in the fluidized 
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bed becomes an important factor in this model, 

As (U b - Umf/Cf) approaches zero, the cloud around the bubble can no 

longer ex i t ,  In this region, since tile bubble diameter is small and bubble 

velocity is nearly the same as velocity of gas in the emulsion phase, the two 

phase~ concept no longer applies, I t  is more reasonable to assume one phase 

with bubble velocity represented by 

U b = I , I  Umf/ ~mf 

and U b : 0,711 g ~ b  

where D b : 1.4 ~p d (~f)-m (~hl) 

and thus ~h I : (l 'IUmf/Emf)2 
- , -  | 

0,708 p d (U/U )g 
P mf 

(d) Since bubbles are very small in the f i r s t  compartment, the gas 

interchange between the bubble phase and the emulsion phase can be regarded to 

be extremely fast and therefore the flow pattern in this compartment 

may be apprcximated by a plug flow. 

(e) The maximum bed expansion is assumed to reach when the gas 

bubbles occupy roughly f i f t y  per cent of the bed volume. (The loosely arranged 

sphere~an occupy approximately 50% of the bed volume). 

The concentration of gaseous component participating mass transfer 

as the exit of the f i r s t  compartment C(l ) can be represented by 

kf a Ah 1 
C(1)l Cs I- exp(- ) (8) 

U 

Where kf can be calculated based on equations (5) and (6) in which ;IRe p is 

evaluated at the superficial gas velocity U, and a = 6 ( I ~ ) . /  d. The 
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concentration of gas at the exit of the f i rs t  compartment, C(1)is then taken to 

be that entering the bubble phase as vlell as the emulsion phase of the second 

compartment, 
2m~hl (2 + m ) n-2 

Ahn : (2-m) 2-m 

Where m: 1.4#p d (U/Umf) 
Hence the number of the bubbles in the n-th compartment becomes 

(9 )  

6S ( L -  Lmf) 

N =11L (~h n) 2- (I0) 

And the volume of tile cloudj the bubble phase and the emulsion phase 

in the n-th compartment becomes, respectively, 

3 Umf/~ mf TI (4 h n) 3 
Vcn : ( . . . . .  ) - , 

U b - Umf/C.mf 6 
(Ii  

Vbn = N ( Ub + 2 Umf/~mf.) Tf~hn)3 

Ub " Umf/~mf 6 
(12) 

Yen : S~h n - Vbn (13)  

The material balance for the component part ic ipat ing mass transfer in the 

bubble phase can be written as 

S (U - U e) Cbn S (U - Umf) (Cb)n_ l + F ~ = on Vbn (Cen " Cbn) 

+ kfn amf Vcn (C s - Cbn) (14) 

and that for the emulsion phase is 
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SUeCen = SUe(Ce)n_ 1 + a mfkfm f Ven (C s - Cbn) 

-Fon Vbn (Cen - Cbn ) (15) 

) in equation (14) and (15) is the gas interchange coefficient between Fon 

the bubble phase and the emulsion phaseand can be estimated by the followinq 

equation proposed by Kobayashi et al (16) 

Ub " Umf/Cmf 
Fon: ll/Dbn and F =F 

on on Ub + 2Umf/Cmf 

The gas velocity in the emulsion phase, U e can be calculated by 

E ( L -  Lmf ) Db 

Ue : Umf [ l  - . . n f ~  L ~ i L ,  Lm. ~ 
- f l  

L L 

Where D b is the average bubble velocity in the bed. kfn and kfm f in 

equations (14) and (15) are the mass transfer coefficients in the bubble 

phase and the emulsion phase respectively and can be obtained from equation 

(6) by substitutinn Ubn and Umf for the Reynolds number term, respectively. 

~m~iS the specif ic surface area of particles corresponding to the gas velocity 
6(I - ~.mf) 

at Umf or ~m~ = ~ d -  . The boundary condition is 

Cel : Cbl = C(I ) (16) 

Consequently the overall mass transfer coeff icient for the entire bed is 

U I 
Eoveral I - In (17) 

amf Lmf I- ~i/Cs 
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C'N is the concentration of gas compound participating mass transfer at the 

exit of the last compartment, When operating conditions such as particle 

size, d, particle density,pp, gas density and viscosity,pf and ~f, 

characteristics of the gas distr ibutor, column diameter, D R , bed height at 

incipient f lu id izat ion,  Lmf, the di f fus iv i ty  of transfering component, D v, 

minimum fluidizBtion velocity, Umf , gas velocityj U, and the saturation concen- 

trat ion, Cs, are known, the computational procedure is as follows: Based on 

the procedure'previously described (14), the expanded bed height, L, car, be 

calculated, The f i r s t  compartment is then computed using equation (7) 

and the concentration of gas at the exit of the f i r s t  compartment is obtained 

by equation (8), The size of the n-th compartment is calculated by equation 

(9) and the volumes of tile cloud, the bubble phase, and the emulsion phase 

for the n-th compartment are calculated by equations ( I I ) ,  (12) and (13) 

respectively, Cbn and Cen are calculated from (Cb)n. 1 and (Ce)n. 1 by 

equations (14) and (15), This procedure is continued unti l  the bed height 

reaches Lmf, For bed height above Lmf , as indicated in the previous pape~ 14) 

Vcn, Vbn , and Ven are calculated for the corresponding bed voidages, 

Equations (14) and (15) are then used to calculate the concentration at exi t  

of the each compartment based on the entrance concentration of that compartment. 

This calculation is continued to the heigilt equivalent to Lmf + 2(L- Lmf), 

The overall mass transfer coefficient~can then be calculated from equation 

(18) and are compared with experimental data, The computational procedure 

for computer is sho~m in Table ~-6. In Fig. A-17 , solid-gas mass transfer 

coefficients in fluidized beds reported by the previous investigators are 

plotted in terms of :Ish/(,~Isc )~ vs NRep(d/Lf ) 0,6 fol lo,,vino the 

correlation of the fixed bed mass transfer, (Here the data of Kettenrino et, 

al. (15) can not be considered to have been obtained from the bed where height 



Table A-6 Logic Diagram for Computer Simulation 

of Fluidized Bed Mass Transfer Operation 
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is total ly effective to the mass transfer, From the concentration profile 

data report~, (15) an effective bed height of 3.8 cm is used for the calculation.) 

Zn Fig. A-18 particle-gas mass transfer coefficients in fluidized beds calculated 

based on the "Bubble Assemblage" model are co~pared :'lith the experimental 

values indicating satisfactory agreement, 

2.5 Discussion 

i. Particle-gas mas~transfer in Fixed Bed 

As indicated by equations (5) and (6), the Sher, vood number in fixed 

beds operation is not only affected by the Reynolds number and tile Schmidt 

number, but also affected by (d/L). This implies that for a given gas flovs 

rate, the mass transfer coefficient, kf, becomes smaller as the bed height 

becomes higher, This phenomenon may be explained as follows: According 

to the boundary layer theor, y (26), the thickness of f luid film is proportional 

to so~e power of R~;/nolds number ana that the ratio of the mass boundary layer 

thickness to the momentum boundary layer thickness, a ~I ~ , is inversely 

proportional to some po~ver of Schmidt number. Consequently with solid-gas 

systems for very low Reynolds number region the Schmidt number is also rather 

small (under normal operating conditions ,~Isc is less than 5), causing over- 

lapping of the boundary layers and reducing, the effective mass transfer surface 

area as shoran in Fig~-19. As the result, the surface area of the particles 

used to define mass transfer coefficient given in equation (3) is much 

larger than the actual effective surface area. This phenomenan becomes 

more accentuated as the bed height becomes tal ler and the bulk concentration 

of gas becomes higher or (d/L) becomes smaller. This fact can be seen from 

equations (5) and (6) more clearly as the effect of (d/L) " At low Reynolds number 

the Sher:tood number is seen to be proportional to 0.57 po~Jer vlhile at higher 

Reynolds number, i t  is proportional to 0.378 power, 
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[' .1~7' :c ).,~ ~,c I,; 
II 1 II I f I'l I ,  

Gas-Solid System 

Figure A-19~ 

Liquid-Solid System 

Figure A-19b 

Figure A-19 Schematic Diagram Showing Relative 

Magnitude of the Mass Boundary Layer 

Thickness in Gas-Solid System and 

Liquld-Solid System 
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On tile other hand, for l iquid-sol id systems, because the Schmidt 

numbers are usually very much larger than that of gas-solid systems, the 

mass boundary layer thickness is very thin even ~vhen the momentum boundary 

layermay be considerably thick. Therefore, for l iquid-sol id systems dis- 

tinguishable individual films around the particles can exist without 

serious overlapping. The Sher~lood number for l iquid-sol id systems con- 

verges close to the theoretical value of 2 as the Reynolds number becomes 

smal l .  

The above argument may be elaborated based on the boundary layer 

theory (26) as follows. The thickness of f lu id boundary later on a f l a t  

plate can be approximated from Blasius' solution as 

6 5 (18) 

[P fU 
N R = ------  whe re e ~z 

f 

I f  the length of the f la t  plate, J~, is replaced by the particle diameter, 

d, by assuming that the fixed bed cosists of f l a t  plates of length d, 

equation (18) becomes, 

6 : 5 (19) 

Since the ratio of the mass boundary layer thickness and the mom- 

entumboundary layer thickness is given b v 

- I /(,sc) (2o1 

6 can be estimated from equations (19) and (20). 
M 

Table A-7 compares the mass boundary layer thickness for the l iquid- 

solid systel~ and tile 3as-solid system. As evident fror~ the table, the 

mass boundary layer thickness for gas-solid systems is cei;siderably 
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Table ~-7 

Comparison of the order of maqnitude of mass boundary layer thickness 
in the l iquid-sol id system with that in the gas-solid system. 

. - 3  ,U 

'~Rep 

O,l 

i , m ~ , n  

6/d 

15.8 

lO 
w | ii 

100 

I L 

5 

] .5S 

0.5 

Li uid (rl 150) ° rl/d sc= 
i m 

1.36 
i 

0,44 

0.137 

O.04q 
- - -  L 

g ig 

Gas (~I : 2.5) 
6 /SC 
rl/d 

12.0 

3,8 
L l e  

1.2 

0.38 
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larger than that of l i qu id -so l id  systems and therefore when the Reynolds 

number is small, the ef fect  on mass transfer becomes par t i cu la r ly  important, 

Although the flow characterist ics in a f ixed bed must be greatly d i f fe ren t  

from that a~proximated by equation (19), the general trend nevertheless 

must be considered to exist .  I t  is noted that in equations (5) and (6),  

the She~.~ood number can be related to I /3 power of Schmidt number, even for 

the gas-solid system for  which the Schmidt number range is rather low 

(Nsc : 3.o). 
Equations (5) and (6) can be applied to those mass transfer operation 

such as drying, adsorption, sublimation, etc. for which the exit concen- 

tration can be calculated. However, for catalytic reaction systems in- 

volving mass transfer, equations (5) and (6) must be applied with great 

caution. I f  the catalyst bed height in the reactor is used as L in 

equation (5) and (G), the mass transfer coefficient calculated can often 

become extremely small. This is because equations (5) and (6) are based 

on the experimental data which are obtained based on concentrations below 

the saturation concentration. In addition, since the effect of(d/L) on 

the Shenvood number is due to the effective surface area for mass trans- 

feras the bed approaches the saturation concentration, the bed height can 

notbe directly used as L in equations (5) and (6). 

i i  )lass Transfer Between Gas and Particles in Fluidized Beds 

In most of the fluid bed operations, very fine particles are employed 

resulting extremely large specific surface area of the particles. 

Since the gas dif fusivi ty is also large, i f  a tal l  bed is employed in 

experimentation, the exit gas concentration would approach too close to 

the saturatien concentration making accurate measurements of concentration 

very d i f f i cu l t .  Consequently, many invegtigators measured mass transfer 

rate in avery shallow bed ( Lmf = l to 3 cm ). Under such conditions, 
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thebubbles are small and the gas flow patterns are s imi lar  to those in 

f ixed beds, This may be seen in Fig,C-20 which shows the concentration 

prof i les of the plug flo;.: and that based on the "Bubble Assemblage" 

model for f lu id ized bed, The f igure indicates the importance of the size 

o f~h  I for the f i r s t  compartment re la t ive to the bed height, Therefore, 

the analysis based on the data obtained from a shallow f lu id ized bed can 

not be used to assess the app l i cab i l i t y  of the "Bubble Assemblage" model, 

I t  is nevertheless interest ing to observe that the "Bubble AsseF.iblage" 

model has the f l e x i b i l i t y  for adaptation to such a special case, Since 

the experime~al data and correlat ions obtained by these previous invest- 

igators on mass transfer bet',:een gas and par t ic les are not only rest r ic ted 

to shallow beds but also contain inher i t ing  problems such as the d i s t r i -  

butordesign and contacting e f f i c iency ,  and the small diameter cloumn etc , ,  

i t  is dangerous to d i rec t l y  applyWfor~he design of a large commercial 

uni t  for which large bubbles above the d i s t r i bu to r  are possible, and a 

deep bed operation are often employed, Recently Kuni± and Levenspiel (17) 

used the so-called "Bubbling Ded" model to analyze part ic le-gas mass 

transfer i n f l u i d i z e d  beds. They employed Ranz-!larshall (20) equation 

for a single par t ic le  to estimate mass transfer coef f ic ient  in the bubble 

phase and the emulsion phase, For the bubble phase the par t ic le  terminal 
l , 

veloci ty  is used as the re lat ive veloc i ty  bet'..:een the gas and the particlesi,~..~. F 

exist  in the bubble ~Or the emulsion phase Umf is used to calculate 

the mass transfer coef f ic ients,  Ho~:ever, as discussed previously, ur, der 

the experimental conditions of the reported invest ioat ions,  i t  is net 

l i ke l y  that the bubbles are large enough to reach the terminal ve loc i ty  

and that the mass transfer coef f ic ient  for e.~ulsion phase pa r t i cu la r l y  for 

very f~e part ic les can be approximated by the expression of Ranz and ~.',arshall 
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developed for a single par t ic le ,  (The deviation of single par t ic le  behavior 

at lo:l Reynolds numbers from fixed bed has already been demonstrated), In 

addition an average bubble diameter must be assumed which may introduce 

subjectiveness in the use of the bubbling bed model, 
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2.6 Conclusion 

Experimental observation of sublimation of naphthalene from fixed 

beds together with the previously reported data of mass t ransfer  in f ixed 

bed indicate that the Sherwood number is affected not only by the Reynolds 

number and the Schmidt number but also by the (d/L) ra t io  par t i cu la r ly  

for low Reynolds number regions. The empirical correlat ions for  f ixed bed 

mass transfer are obtained and are given by equations (5) and (6). The 

mass transfer in f lu id ized bed is analyzed based on the "Bubble Assemblage" 

model and the l imi ted value of the previous experimental data and corre- 

lat ions for  use in design of large f lu id ized bed uni t  is demonstrated, 
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Notation 

a = 

C = 

Cbn = 

Cen : 

C N 

C ..  
S 

c[ i  ) -- 

d = 

Dbn : 

D R 

[) v = 

Fon 

g .. 

h = 

ahn : 

Jd : 

k = 
f 

k f m  f = 

specific surface area of the particle [I/cm] 

specific surface area of the particle per unit volume of bed at 
minimum fluidization [I/cm] 

total surface area of naphthalene particles [cm 2] 

concentration of the transferring species in the bed [q m°le/cG] 

concentration of the transferring species in bubble phase at n-th 
[g m°le/c c] 

concentration of the transferring specied in emulsion phase at 
n-th compartment [g mole/cc] 

concentration of the transferring species at the outlet of the 
fluidized bed corapartment[g mole/cc] 

concentration of the transferring species at saturation [g m°le/cc] 

concentration f i r s t  compartr.'..ent of the transferrina at the outlet 
of the [.q mole/cc] 

part icle diameter [cm] 

bubble diameter [cm] 

bubble diameter at the n-th compartment 

diameter of column [cm] 

d i f fus iv i ty  of the transferring species 

[cm] 

[cm2/sec ] 

gas interchange coeff icient between bubble phase and emulsion phase 
at the n-th co~,ipartment[I/sec ] 

gravitational acceleration [ Cm/sec2] 

distance from the distributor [cm] 

length of the n-th compartment [c~] 

mass transfer factor [ - ]  

f lu id-par t ic le  mass transfer coeff icient [Cm/se,] 

f lu id-par t ic le  mass transfer coeff icient at minir~u~ 
fluidized velocity 

[ Cm/sec] 
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kfn : f l u i d - p a r t i c l e  mass t ransfer  coe f f i c ien t  in bubble phase at n-th 
compartm3nt [Cm/sec ] 

"k ,=  over-a l l  mass t ransfer  coe f f i c ien t  in [ Cm/sec] 
overal~ ~h.~ Tlu~,~ze" , ' "  ~ bed 

: length of  f l a t  plate para l le l  to the d i rec t ion of flow [ cm] 

L : bed height [cm] 

Lf 

Lmf 

N 
q 

NRep 

= total flow rate in tile bed 

= particle Reynolds IIumber 

effective bed height [cm] 

bed height at minimum fluidization velocity 

number of bubbles in n-th compartment [ - ]  
c 3 

[ m Ise  
= dPfU [ . ]  

f 

[cm] 

NR i 

NRep 

= Reynolds Number of f l a t  palte = ~-~  

d p=U 
: Nodif ied p a r t i c l e  Reyr, old itur, lber '..._I...__ [ - I  

Nsh 
IISc 
8 

U 

U b 

D b 

Umf 

Vbn 

Vcn 

Ven 

W 

a 

= Shenvood tlumber [ -- ] 

: Schmidt Number [ - -  ] 

: cross sectional area in the bed 

= super f ic ia l  gas ve loc i ty  [Cm/sec] 

: bubble r is ing  ve loc i ty  [ Cm/sec] 

: a v e r a g e  bubble ve loc i ty  in the bed [ Cm/sec] 

: super f ic ia l  gas ve loc i ty  at minimum f l u i d i z a t i o n  [Cm/secI 

= super f ic ia l  gas ve loc i ty  in the emulsion phase [Cm/sec] 

: volume of the bubble phase at the n-th compartment [ col 

: the cloud at the n-th compartment [ col 

: the emulsion phase at the n-th compartment [ cc  ] 

= weight o f  the naphthalene par t ic les  [9  ] 

= distance from the gas i n l e t  [ c m ]  

= ra t i o  of  the volume of wake to volume of bubble [ - ]  
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Yb = volume fract ion of the part ic les in the bubble 

6 = momentum boundary layer thickness 

6 M = mass boundary layer thickness 

pp = par t ic le  density 

of = f l u i d  density 

uf = f l u i d  v iscosi ty 

¢ = void f ract ion 

Cmf = void f ract ion at Umf 

[ g/cm 3 ] 

[ g/cm 3 ] 

[ g/cm sec "L 

[- ]  

[ - ]  

[cm 1 

[cm ] 

[-] 
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3. Gas-Particle Heat Transfer in Fixed and Fluidized Bed 

3.1 Introduction 

Heat transfer between particles and gas in fixed beds and in fluid- 

Ized beds is an important problem associated with many gas-solids opera- 

tions such as coal ~asification processes, heating and cooling of solid 

particles, catalytic reations etc. Many experimental investigations have 

been conducted to evaluate heat transfer coefficient in fixed beds~ some 

used heat generating particles as packings~ some employed evaporation 

of material from porous particles and others used the technique of dynam- 

ic response of thermal conductivities to measure the heat transfer coe- 

fficieat. The data thus obtained are usually correlated in terms of 

JH factor or Nusselt number and Reynolds number plot. Although a few 

correlations have been proposed, agreement is far from satisfactorly 

when the particle Reynolds number is very small. At low Reynolds num- 

bersj the heat transfer coefficient becomes considerably lower than the 

value calculated from single particle heat transfer in stagnant fluid 

(NNu = 2.0). In the previous paper (9) the following correlations were 

proposed for particle-gas mass transfer in fixed beds. 

Nsh/(Nsc)~ = 0.72 ~Rep. (d/L)0"6 I 0.95 (i) 
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~or O.I<_NRe p (d/L)0"6 =< 5.O 

~h/(N~) ~ l'25ERe p (~/L)O'~ °'6' = • ( e )  

~or 5<NRe p (d/L)0"6~ 103 

As ind ica ted by equations (1) and (2) ,  the mass t rans fe r  between 

l~ar t ic le  and gas in  f i xed  bed when expressed in  terms of Sherwood num- 

ber is found to be not only the function of the Reynolds number and 

Schmidt number but also affected by (d/L) ratio. 

In this paper an attempt is made to correlate the published data 

on heat transfer in gas-solid fixed beds based on the similar point of 

view as presented in the mass transfer study and to extend this analysis 

~nto fluidized bed heat transfer operation based on the "Bubble Assemblage" 

model. The results are then compared with the available experimental 

data. 

3.2 Gas-Particle Heat Transfer in Fixed Beds 

Experimental investigations of heat transfer between gas and particles 

in fixed beds are summarized in Table C-8. 

Based on an analo~j between heat and mass transfer in fixed bed 

operations, the experimental data for heat transfer are correlated in 

terms of NNu/(Npr)~ and NRep(d/L) O'6 as shown in Fig.A-21 

ions obtained based on Fig. %-21 are 

l.I 

NNu = 0"72 (Npr)~ERep (d/L)0"6~ (,) 

for O.OI<_NRe p (d/L) 0"6 <-5 

NNu : 1"5 (NPr)>s ~Rep (d/L)0"6; 0"65 (4) 

for 5<NRe p (d/L)0"6 < i03 

Empiri¢al equat- 
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3.3 Application of the "Bubble Assemblage" Model for Heat Transfer Between 

Gas and Particles &n Fluidized Beds 

The "Bubble Assemblage" model has been proposed to represent flows 

in fluidized beds for catalytic reactions (8) and for mass transfer oper- 

ations (9). Here this model is applied to particle-gas heat transfer in 

fluldized beds for prediction of heat transfer coefficients which are 

then compared with the experimental data. 

Since the detail of the "Bubble Assemblage" model has been presented, 

a brief summary of assumptions and computational procedures necessary for 

heat transfer operations in fluidized beds are presented below. 

i. The heat transfer coefficient in the bubble phase between the 

particles and gas is assumed to be the same as that for fixed 

beds at a velocity equivalent to Ub, the bubble velocity. 

ii. The particle-gas heat transfer in the emulsion phase is assumed 

iii. 

(8) 

to Be the same as that in the fixed bed at a velocity equivalent 

to Umf. 

Since the rate of heat transfer between the gas and the particles 

is usually much faster than the rate of catalytic chemical reactionsj 

in order to maintain a substantial temperature difference between 

the gas and the particle, a shallow bed of only a few cm. is usually 

employed in the experimentation. Consequently, as in the previous 

paper (9), the first compartment for the "Bubble Assemblage" model 

must be determined with caution. As in the previous paper the 

following condition is selected. 

% - Umf l  : o. 1 Um_+'l mf 

Based on the following relations for the bubble velocity and bubble 

diameter, 



Table A-8 Summary of Previous Investigations on Gas-Particle Heat Transfer in Fixed Beds 

Authors 

Satterfield (16) 
-Resnik 

Wilke (19) 
-Hougen 

McConnachie (14) 
-Thodos 

Actlc (1) 
-Thodes 

Littman (13) 
Barile 
Pulsifer 

|., , , , 

Fluid 
Material 

air 

air 

air 

air 

air 

0.708 

0.705 

0.75 

0.708 

0.708 

Material 
Particle 

Particle 
Diameter ~" 

Catalyst 

Cellt 
Pellets 

Silica 
Sphere 

Celit 
Sphere 

Copper3 
Glas~, 
Lead 

o. 508 

o. 385 

2.17 

i. 585 

1.585 

0.0503 

o. 203 

d/L(-) 

) . 2 1 6  -,- 

).267 

3.55 ~- 
).46 

) .225~  

0.20~ 

1.00 

0.012~ 

O. 102 

Range of Reynolds 
Number (d u) 
~f 

22~  150 

45~ 200 

55~-io5o 

16~-iooo 

2~100 

Experimental 
Method 

Evaporation of H20 ~ 
from the particle 

Evaporation of wa- 
ter from wet par- 
ticles 

Evaporation of wa- 
ter from the wet 
particles 

Evaporation of wa- 
ter from the wet 
particles 

Dynamic thermal 
conductivitles of 
the fixed bed 



Table A-8 Summary of Previous Investigations on Gas-Particle Heat Transfer in Fixed Beds (Cont.) 

Authors 

Glaser (5) 

-Thodos 

Baumeister (2) 
-Bennett 

Eichhorn (h) 
-Whit e 

K ii (11) 
-Smith 

Fluid 
Material 

air 

H 2 
CO 2 

air 

air 

CO 2 

air 

Npr (') 

0.71 
o.716 
0.665 

O.71 

0.71 

0.665 

0.71 

Particle 
Material Particle 

Diameter ~ 

Brass, 
Steel 

Steels 

Dowe 
X-50 

O. 476 -~, 

0.794 

O. 395 ~- 
0.95 

0.0278 ~ 

0.o658 

Sand, O.024~- 

Glass O.102 
Beads 

d/L(-) 

O. 094 

O. 156 

o.o589- 

o. 0927 

0.008',- 

0.02 

o. oo14[ 

~O.O133'. 

Range of Reynolds 
Number 

uf 

44-1600 

2OO 45000 

2"~19 

Experimental 
Method 

Heating the 
particles by 
passing the 
electric curr- 
ent through the 
particles 

Heating the 
particle by a 
high-frequency 
induction coll 

Dielectric 
heating of 
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U b =0.71< DB = 1.4 ~pd 

T(I ) =Ts " (Ts" TO)exp i- hf.u Cpf ~A~-hl'-~0fJ (6) 

where A = 6(i - c)/d 

The heat transfer coefficient hf in equation (6) can be calculated from 

equations (3) and (4) for fixed bed at a Reynolds number N corresponding 
Rep 

to the superficial velocity U. 

the height of the first compartment becomes 

~l-- 0-I U~/~) 2 (5) 
0.707 g Pp d U/Umf 

iv. Since in the first compartment 3 the sizes of bubbles are small 

and the interchange of gas between the bubble phase and the 

emulsion phase is believed to be great, the flow pattern can be 

approximated by a plug flow. 

v. The maximum bed expansion is assumed to be attained when bubble 

volume reaches 50~i0 of the bed volume. 

vi. Due to the vigorous movement of the particle in the bed, the tem- 

perature of the particles in the bed is assumed to be uniform. 

vii. The interchange of particles between the two phases is so rapid 

that the temperature of particles in the bubble phase can be 

assumed to be the same as that in the emulsion phase. 

Under the above assumptions, let us compute the heat transfer coe- 

fficients based on this model. Although there are a number of ways by 

which the heat transfer coefficients may be evaluated, here we consider 

the steady state heating of the particles by the gas. 

The temperature of the gas at the exit of the first compartment is 
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The temperature T(I ) is then taken as that of the gas in the bubble phase 

and the emulsion phase entering the second compartment. The sizes of the 

m-th compartment, of the cloud of the bubble and of the emulsion phase are 

calculated as indicated in the previous paper (8). Also, the gas inter- 

change coefficient between the two phases is estimated as shown in the pre- 

vious paper (8) . 

The heat balance of the gas in the bubble phase across the n-th com- 

Immtment can be obtained from, 

S (U - U e) Cpf f Tbn = Cpf 0 f Vbn F' on (Ten - Tbn) 

+ Amf hbn Ven (T s - Tbn) + S Cpf ~f (U - Ue~ Tb(n_l) 

The heat balance of the gas in emulsion phase across the n-th compartment 

can be written as 

SU e Cpf P f Ten = Amf hen Ven (T s - Ten) + SUe Cpf ~f Te(n_l) 

- Cpf Pf Ven F'on (Ten - Tbn ) (s) 

hbn and hen in equations (7) and (8) are obtained from equations (3) and 

(4) by substituting Ubn and Umf into the velocity term in NRep, respect- 

tively. Also Amf is the specific surface area of the particle at the gas 

velocity Umf or Amf = 6 (l-¢mf) . Consequently, Tbn and Ten can be calcul- 
d 

ated from Tb(n_l) , Te(n_l) from equations (7) and (8) respectively. The 

following boundary conditions is used: 

Tel = Tbl - T(1 ) 
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The overall heat transfer coefficient for the entire bed becomes, 

ucpf pf in Ts'T° (9) 
(hf)°ver Amf Lmf Ts " Tn 

T n is the average gas temperature at the exit of the last compartment. 

The computational procedure is as follows. Knowing the particle 

diameter, d, particle density Op gas properties, Cpf, ~f, ~f kg, the min- 

imum fluidizationve~ocity Umf , gas velocity, U, the bed diameter Dr, 

incipient bed height Lmf , characteristics of gas distributor, the ~let 

gas temperature, To, and the particle temperature, the following quar~ties can 

be calculated; the bed expansion, L, as sho~na in the previous paper(8),the 

exit gas temperature from the first compartment from equation (6), Tb(n_l), 

Te(n.l) , Tbn and Ten calculated by repeated use of equations (7) 

and (8). The overall heat transfer coefficient can be calculated finally 

from equation (9)- 

A complete logic diagram describing the computational procedure, in 

determining heat transfer coefficients in a fluidized bed is presented in 

Table A-9. 

In Fi& A-22 most of the published experimental data on particle-gas 

heat transfer in fluidized beds are plotted in terms Of NNuf(Npr)~ and NRe p. 

As is seen from the figure, the data of Wam~ley and Johanson (18) are about 

an order of magnitude smaller than the most of other investigators. Among 

the various possible reasons attributed to the deviations of their data, 

their assumption of the complete mixing of the gas for the calculation of 

heat transfer coefficient is probably most significant. Thus the data of 
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Wamsley and Johanson will be eliminated from consideration for the time 

being. In Fig A-23the experimental data on fluidized gas-solid heat transfer 

coefficient are plotted in terms of NNu/(Npr)~ v.s. NRe p (d/Lf)0"6. The 

effective bed heights Lf appearing in Fig .A-~3 for the data of Kettenring 

et.al!lO) s" " and Herrtjes and McKibbins t6)'" are approximated from their exper- 

imental values as 3.8cm and 1.2cm respectively. Lf for the data of Walton 

et.al. (17) is based on their experimental values of 0.572cm and 0.826cm. 

The rest of the experimental investigations is bas,ed on the value of Lmf 

reported. 

Comparison of Fig. A-22&23 indicated that Fig. A-23 is a much better 

correlation than Fig.A-22..In Fig.A-24, the gas particle heat transfer coe- 

Ifficients in fluidized beds estimated based on the "Bubble Assemblage" 

model are compared with the experimental data. The agreement between the 

estimated values and the experimental data is generally good except those 

of Javeland et. al (7) . 
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Table A-9 Logic Diagram for Computer Simulation A-88 

G .•TRead d~ U. 
P f~ ~ f, kg 
UmfsT13Ts,Lmf 

$ 
I Calc. L and L~h I I 

NO ~ NO 

L~h I = ~h I &h I : Lf I 
from~ Calc. T(I ) from Calc ~ 

,~. (6) Eq. i6 (1) I 

:I 

11 
Ah =L 
Ca}c. T..from 
eq. (6) ~)- 
~ : T(~) 

Calc. Tbn , Ten 
from Tbn_13Ten_~ 

• <Lmf 

NO Lf ~ h n 

YES 

Ah I = Lf 

= T(1 ) 

I I Calc" Tbn' Ten ~] 
from Tbn_l,Ten.l I I ..... | 

NO ~ .  

h n = Lf 

c~ic Ch~ over 
from eq. (9) 
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3.4 Discussion 

The Nusselt number for heat transfer between gas and particles in 

fixed bed has been shown as in equations (3) and (4) to depend not only 

on the particle Reynolds number and the Prandtl number but also on the 

r&tio of the particle diameter to the bed height, d/L. Assuming an 

analogy between heat and mass transfer in fixed bed operations to hold 3 

as discussed in the previous paper on gas-solid mass transfer in fixed 

beds (9) the individual thermal boundary layer for heat transfer does S 

not exist particularly for low Reynolds number and small Prandtl number 

regions. This is because the thermal boundary layer thickness is much 

larger than the diameter of the particle causing overlapping of the 

thermal boundary layers in a multiparticle system thereby reducing effect- 

ive surface area for heat transfer. Consequently the calculation based 

on heat transfer surface area: 6(1 -~ ) SL/d, gives a much greater sur- 

face than the actual effective heat transfer area. As sho~.~a in Fig. a-22 

the Nusselt number thus becomes considerably smaller than the theoretical 

value of 2 for a single particle in a stagnant gas when Reynolds number 

becomes very small. 

The serious problem associated with the experiment in obtaining heat 

transfer coefficients between gas and particles in a fluidized bed is the 

accuracy of temperature measurement. The thermocouples inserted along the 

bed axis probably neither indicates the gas t~mperature nor the solid part- 

icle temperature. The assumptionnormally employed concerning the uniformity 

of particle temperature may not be valid in many instances. The location of 

thermocouples near the distributor and close to the flange causes the heat 

loss which is difficult to accurately estimate. These are some of the 

reasons which make the disagreement of the experimental data among the in- 

vestigators. Under normal fluidized bed operation, the particle diameter 
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is quite small resulting a large specific surface area. Thus, to avoid 

experiments too close to the thermal equilibrium, bed temperatures are 

usually measured at very shallow positions of the bed. 

The analysis of such data based on the "Bubble Assemblage" model some 

times results in the effective bed height, Lf, smaller than the height of 

the first compartment, Ah I. For example, the bed height of Walton et.al. 

(Lf = 0.57 ~0.83cm), those of Juveland (Lf = 0.35 - 1.3cm), and those of 

Richardson and Ayers (Lf = 0.18 -0.22cm) are all smaller than Ah 1. This 

implies that the estimation of heat transfer coefficient based on the 

"Bubble Assemblage" model is identical with that based on a simple plug 

flow m~de!. Ek-en for other cases in which the effective bed height, Lfj 

is larger than Ahl, the first compartment occupied a large fraction of the 

total bed height. 

In other words~ most of the experimental data previously reported 

are limitted to the special type of operations in which the bubbles are 

rather small and distinct clouds associating with the bubbles either do 

not exist or exist only near the top of the bed. Hence, the application 

of a correlation based on such data directly to industrial size unit in 

which large size bubbles could exist immediately above the gas distributor 

may cause disastrous plant operation. Since the distinct qloud boundary 

around the bubble will isolate the bubble phase from the emulsion phase, a 

sharp temperature difference could exist between the two phases. For an 

exothermic reaction~ this could cause high solid particle temperature and 

the high gas temperature in the emulsion phase, but relatively low temper- 

ature of the gas in the bubble rising through the bed. 
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Therefore analysis of such a reactor must be performed with caution. 

The poor agreement between the values of heat transfer coefficients 

l~redlcted from the model and the experimental data of Juveland et.al. (7) 

is probably due to the channeling of gas through the center of the bed 

evidenced by the low pressure drop of the gas distributor. In additionj 

because of the relatively high temperature employed in the experiment~ 

heat loss could have been considerable and therefore the temperature uni- 

formity of the particles assur.ed by them is doubtful. 

Recently Kunii and Levenspiel (12) used their bubbling fluidized bed 

model to illustrate the phenomena of heat transfer, in fluidized beds. 

Their model is useful in understanding many aspects of fluidized bed heat 

transfer operations. 
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Notation 

A = 

A ~  = 

Cpf = heat capacity of particles 

D B = bubble diameter 

D = bed diameter 
r 

specific surface area of the particle per unit volume of bed ~/cm) 

specific surface area of the particle per unit volume of bed at 
minimum fltuidization (l/cm) 

(c,,i/g.c) 

(c,.) 

(era) 

d 

F = 
on 

g = 

h = 

bbn = 

hen = 

hf = 

(hf)over = 

dh I = 

= particle diameter (cm) 

gas interchange coefficient at the n-th compartment • (i/see) 
gravitational acceleration (em/sec 2 

distance from the distributor (cm) 

heat transfer coefficient in the bubble phase at n-th com- 

partment (cal/cm2 see°c) 

heat transfer coefficient in the emulsion phase at n-th com- 
partment 

~a l /  cm 2 secOc ) 

heat transfer coefficient in the first compartment (eal/cm2 sec°c 

calculated over-all heat transfer coefficient in the fluidized 
bed 

( e'~l/cm2 sec ° c 

experimental over-all heat transfer coefficient in the fluldlzed 
bed 

(?al/cm2 sec °c 

length of the first compartment (cm] 

= thermal conductivity of the gas ( cal/cm sec°C 

L = bed height 

= effective bed height for heat transfer 

(era) 

(cm) 
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Notation (Cont.) 

NNu = Nusselt Number 

Np r = Prandtl Number 

NEe p = 

b e d  height at minimum fluidized velocity 

(hf d/~) 

Reynolds Number (d U Pf) 

NSc = Schmidt Number (~f____) 

 fDv 

(cm) 

(-) 

(-) 

(-) 

(-) 

S = cross sectional area in the bed 

Tbh = gas temperature in the bubble phase at n-th compartment 

Ten = gas temperature in the emulsion phase at n-th compartment 

T n = gas temperature of the outlet of the bed 

T B 

T(.,,) = 

To = 

U = 

U = 

= 

Vbn = 

Vcn 

Ven 

Pf 

IJf 
E 

temperature of the particle 

gas temperature at the outlet of the first compartment 

inlet gas temperature 

superficial gas velocity 

bubble rising velocity 

superficial gas velocity in the emulsion phase 

superficial gas velocity at incipient fluidization 

volume of the bubble phase at the n-th compartment 

= volume of the cloud at the n-th compartment 

= volume of the emulsion phase at n-th compartment 

= fluid density 

= fluid viscosity 

= void fraction 

Cmf = void fraction at minimum fluidization 

Corn ~) 

(°c) 
(°~} 

(°c) 

(°c} 

(°~3 

(°o) 

(Om/seo} 

(°m/~ec) 

(°m/seo} 

(cc) 

(co) 

(cc) 

(g/cm3} 

(g/cm sac) 

(-) 

(-) 
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4.1 Introduction 

Since the fluidized bed has been commercially applied to the gasification 

of coal~ this technique has been used for a number of other chemical processes. 

However, owing to the complex gas and solid flow patterns within the fluidized 

beds I design procedure has not been well established. 

Researches in recent years have provided a good understanding of the 

phenomena associated with bubbles in fluidized beds. Kunii and Levenspiel (6) 

proposed the bubbling bed model in order to analyze the various phenomena 

within the bed based on one parameter-the effective size of bubbles. Although 

this model is very useful for elucidating the performance of a fluidized bed 

reactor, one difficult problem still remains, i.e. the problem of how to pre- 

dlct the effective bubble diameter, since the bubble vary in its size during 

the rise through the bed. 

Kato and Wen (3) proposed the bubble assemblage model for the catalytic 

reactions and showed the possibilities of removing this difficulties by 

taking into account the bubble growth and coalescence. 

With a continuous feed of solids into a fluidized reactor, the outgoing 

stream of solids consist of particles of different ages and degrees of 

conversion. The average conversion of this stream is tkus dependent on two 

factors~ namely the rate of reaction of individual particles in the reactor 

environment and the flow characteristics of solids in the reactor. The 

conversion level of solids is dependent on the gas-phase environment and 

therefore must be determined simultaneously. Kunii and Levenspiel showed in 

their book (6)" " a procedure to predict the conversion of both gas and solids 

leaving the bed, using roasting of ZnS as an example. They assumed that 

the solids mixing is complete in the bed. However, this assumption may 
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not be realistic particularly when the aspect ratios and solids throughput are 

high. 

Based on the relation derived from the above two models 3 an attempt is 

made to simulate the fluidized-bed reactors in which a non-catalytic gas-solid 

reaction is taking place. 

4.2 Model for the Conversion of Solids 

In the following we exclusively consider the case in which solid particles 

react with fluidizing gas while maintaining its original size because of the 

formation of inert solid product. The gasification of coal, the roasting of 

sulphide ores and the reduction of iron ores are a few of the examples. The 

following stoichiometric equation can be used to represent these reactions. 

aA(gas) + S(solid) ~ gaseous or/and solid products (1) 

The proposed calculation method assumes that solids follow the shrinking 

core model and the overall conversion rate is controlled by chemical reaction 

step(9); in the unreacted-core shrinking model the reaction is confirmed at 

the surface of the core which recedes from the outer surface towards the interior 

of the particle. As this mechanism is employed to present a working model, 

when diffusion through the product layer becomes rate controlling~ or when 

other single particle reaction models are used~ the conversion versus time 

expressions must be changed accordingly. 

The reaction of a gaseous component by a first order irreversible 

reaction can be given as 

1 dNA- i dNs 
"-- - • -- = k c C A (2)  rcq dt dt 
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where r c is the radius of ~ureacted core and k c is the rate constant for the 

reaction. 

When the reaction is carried out in the bulk phase reactant gas concentration, 

CA, the extent of conversion, XS, of a particle having radius R is given by 

i/3 
t = 1 - rc = i - (i - Xs) (3) 

w 

where time for complete conversion,R, is 

P 
= P ~P ( 4 )  

a k c CA o 

When the resistance of chemical reaction step and that of diffusion through 

the ash layer are comparable, the rate constant, kc, is replaced by ~ defined 

by 

i _ i + i y _ _  (5) 
kc 

Next, let us consider a reactor with a constant feed rate of both solids 

and gas, the solids being of uniform size and complete mixing. Since the 

conversion of an individual particle of solids depends on its length of stay 

w 

in the reactor the mean conversion Xs, of the exit stream of solids is given 

by 

1 - ~s = (1 - Xs) E(t) dt (6) 

t=0 

~un_t_on for a reactor of complete mixing is where the exit age distribution ~ ~ ~ 

1 -t/~ 
E ( t )  - e ) 

When chemical reaction is the rate controlling step in a shririing core 

particle, substitution eqs. (3) and (7) irto eq. (%) and subsequent integration 

yields 3 
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i- Xs = i- 3 (~) + 6 (~)2 _ 6(~'~] 3~  [i - exp (-r~/~')] (8) 

4.3 Gas and Solid Flows in a Fluidized Bed 

A fluidized bed is assumed to be approximately represented by "N" numbers 

of compartment in series. The height of each compartmer~ is considered to be 

equal to the size of each bubble at the corresponding bed height (3). Each 

compartment is considered to consist of bubble phase and emulsion phase. 

Gas flow: Based on the above assumption~ the bubble assemblage model for 

the flow of gas through a fluidized bed has been proposed (31. Since this 

model is employed in this paper to describe the gas flow~ we first summarize 

the essentials of this model. 

The bubble phase is asswned to consist of spherical clouds. The diameter 

(I) . 

of bubble and that of cloud are given oy 

~,, , | 

Ub r ° (9) 

where Ubr = 0.711 (g.d b)I/2. 

In the vicinity of the distributor~ bubbles are small and rise slower than the 
4% 

gas percolating through the emulsion phase; i.e. "~br<Umf/emf~ in this zone 

the gas shortcuts only through the rising bubble. On the otherhand~ as the 

velocity of bubble increases~ i.e. Ubr~/5Umf/Cmf~ the thickness of cloud 

becomes negligibly small. The maximum stable bubble diameter ~t can be found 

(2) 
from 

%t : • (io) 
g 

The change of the bubble diameter along the bed height can be approximated (~) 

by 



% = 1 .4~p ~{"/o__~ h + d o (o.g.s. ~ . i t )  
~ m f /  

( l l )  

where 

d 
0 

= bubble diameter just above the perforated plate distributor 

= [6 (u°-umf)]-~ No 

o.4 0.2 
g 

The rising verocity of bubbles is given by 

% = u o -Umf * [ 0 . 7 n  (g ¢o) l /2 ]  (12) 

The bed expansion ratio is expressed as 

(Lf- Lmf)/ Lmf = (u o - Umf)/ [0.711 (g ~b )I/2] 

where ~ is an average bubble diameter at level Lmf/2. 

From an arithmetic average of the bubble sizes, the height of i-th compartment 

can be expressed as 

i-i 
(2 ~ m) 

aN i = 2 a -o (2 - m) i 

½ (%lump) where m = 1.40p 

The voidage distribution is assumed that up to the bed height corresponding 

to Lmf ~c can be considered ur~form while above Lmf , e increases li_nealy along 

the bed height~ as shown in Fig. A-25. 

(13) 

(14) 

I m E = Lmf (i - Emf ) for h~Lmf 

Lf 
(15a) 

and 
1- c = Lmf (i Emf ) 

Lf 2 Lf (Lf - Lmf ) (l~) 

for Lmf ~ h ~Lmf * 2 (Lf -'Lmf ) 
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Therefore~ the number of bubbles, n, in the i-th compartment is given by 

6S t ~- amf 
n = (16) 

(Z~hi)2 i - 
mf 

The volume of bubbles, clouds and emulsion in the i-th compartment can 

be computed~ respectively as 

'~ 3 vbi = ~ ' ~ "  (~ i )  (17) 

w 3/ _umflcmf voi = n • ~ (~h i) 3_ (18) 

\ Ubr i - Um.f/Cmf j 

Vei = S t 2~hi " Vbi - Vei (19) 

The overall interchange coefficient of the gas between the bubble and the 

emulsion phase based on a unit volume of gas bubbles, may be approximated by 

(5) 
the following experimental relation . 

(%e)b = n / %  (2o) 

The velocity of gas in the emulsion phase is assumed to be negligibly small 

for large values of Uo/Umf. 

Solid movement: First, let us define the distribution of solids between 

the two regions of the bed by 

7c volume of solids dispersed in clouds and wake 
volume of bubbles 

7e 
volume of solids in emulsion 

volume of bubbles 

(21) 

Values of 7 c are estimated from eq. (18),as, 
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=I Vc = (1 -c mr) i'r " Umfl amf + (22) 

where m = volume of wake/ volume of bubble, may be estimated from experimental 

(8) 
results; such as those of Rowe and Partridge 

As solids are carried upward as a part of wake of the rising bubbles from 

the i-th compartment to the (i+l)-th compartment, this sets up a circulation 

in the bed with downward movement of solids in the emulsion phase from the 

(i+l)-th compartment to the i-th compartment. We first consider the case in 

which the solids are fed to the bottom of the bed at a constant volumetric 

flow rate, W~ (cocurrent feed), as shown in Fig.A-25 Hence the solids move 

upward at a net average flow rate W. Thus, the total upward flow rate W b 

from the i-th comPartment to the (i+l)-th compartment is given by 

(23) 

where = f ( hi)2" 

The total downward flow rate W e from the (i+l)-th compartment to the i-th compartment 

is given by 

s~i - st- 1 (st " ~i) (24~ 
= a Ubi- 

For the case in which the solids are fed at the top of the bed and withdrawn 

from the bottom (countercurrent feed), W must be replaced by -W in the above 

equations. Since in fluidized-bed reactors, solids are usually fed slowly to 

assure near complete conversion, the value of W is relatively small. Even for 

the cocurrent flow, the downward fl~ of solids must be considered as given in eq. 

(24). The interchange coefficient of solids between bubble phase and emulsion 

(ii) 
phase is given by 
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(Kbe)bs = 3 (1 - Era.f) Umf u b (25) 

Figure A-26 shows a schematic diagram of the i-th compartment. 

4.4 Noncatal~tic Gas-Solid Reactions in Fluidized Beds 

Let us define the rate of first-order irreversible reaction, based on 

unit volume of particles, as 

1 ~A 
• - K r C A (26) 

a V s dt 

where K r = 4 rckc/(~/6)%. K r is not a constant at a given temperature but 

is dependent on the conversion level of solids. 

Hence, the material balance for gaseous reactant around the i-th compartment 

becomes 

U Cgb(i_l) - U Cgbi = 

(Kbe)bi Vbi (Cgb i - Cgei) 

(K)bi Vbi Cgbi (27a) 

(Kbe)bi Vbi (Cgbi " Cgei) + Y ci Vbi Kri Cgbi 

= Yei Vbi Kri Cgei (27c) 

(27b) 

Therefore 

where 

u Cgb(i.l) 

(~)bi = 

= (u $ (~)bi Vbi) Cgbi 

(K b + Y K. - e)bi ci rl 

2 
(Kbe) bi 

(Kbe)bi + Y ei Kr; 

(28) 

(29) 

and 

C gei 
= (Kbe)bi 

(K b K, e)bi + Yei rl 

Cgbi (3o) 
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In the fluidized bed, solids react in the bubble phase with the gas of 

concentration, Cgbi , and react in the emulsion phaseswith that of C .. 
ge~ 

These solids also undergo interchange between both phase according to 

eq. (25). Therefore equations similar to eq. (27) can be written for 

the conversion of solids. If a simplifying assumption that the solids 

mixing is complete in each compartment is made~ the time average con- 

centration of gas in the i-th compartment becomes 

-- = Yci + Yei Cgei 
Cgi ¥ci + 7ei Cgbi ¥ci + ¥ei 

(31) 

from eq. (31) is used to calculate the time required for complete 
gi 

conversion of solid reactant,~in each compartment. 

The mean residense time of particles in the i-th compartment is 

: ( vbi + Vci + v )(i-  mf)/W (32) i el 

By using eqs. (4), (31) and (32) the mean conversion, Xs; of the exit stream 

of solids in the i-th compartment is calculated from eq. (8). 

Finally~ in each compartment a material balance for both the solids 

and gas streams must be satisfied. 

4.5 Calculation Procedure 

First let us consider the case for cocurrent feed of solids. The 

following operating conditions are given: superficial gas velocity, particle 

density# terminal velocity of particle, incipient bed height~ cross sectional 

area of bed, inlet gas and solid concentration, feed rate of solid and reaction 

rate constant. 
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Calculation is accomplished by following the steps listed below; 

(a) Calculate the values of bed characteristics, Lf, Ah, Vb# Vc, Ve' 

(Ebe)b' Yc' ~e' Wb and We, as ~ndicated in the previous section. 

(b) Assume the concentration of the final exit gas stream, CgbN. 

Calculation of the (N)-t ~ compartment: 

(c) Select values of K r. 

(d) For each value of Kr, calculate CgeN by eq. ~0 ') and then C-g N by eq. (31). 

(e) Calculate r~and ~ by eq. (4) and eq. (32), respectively and obtain 

XsN by eq. (8). 

(f) From the overall material balance over the (N-l)-th compartment to the 

first compartment~ as shown in Fig. A-27 calculate the value of Cs(N_I). 

!a u (cg o - Cgb(N_Z)) : W Cso + We~ CsN - Wb(N_I) Cs(N-1) 

(g) The material balance for both streams in the N-th compartment is 

(h) 

I U = U • Cgb (N-l) " XgN Cgb (~-l) 
Cgb(N-1) - Cg bN = Wb(N_l)- Cs(~.I) X--~ 
a Cgb(N_l) 

Find the correct value of K r by repeating the calculation until eq. (33) 

(33) 

is satisfied. The value of K r thus obtained is the desired value from which 

Cgb(N_l) J CsN and Cs(N_l) can be found based on the initially assumed value 

of CgbN. 

Calculation of the (N-l)-th compartment: 

(i) Select values of K r. 

(j) For each value of K r repeat the same procedures as in steps (c) to (e) by 

using the values of Cgb(N_l), CsN and Cs(N_l) obtained in step (h). 

(k) By making the overall material balance over the compartments from (N-2)-th 
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to the first, calculate Cs(N_2) by the following equation. 

1 U _ (Cg O -C ) = W • C ÷ We(Nol) • Cs(N_I) - wb(N-2) Cs(N-2) a g(N-2) so 

(i) The material balance for bobh gas and solid streams ~n the (N-l)-th compart- 

ment is 

1 
-- U a Cgb (N-2) Xg(N_l ) = U Cgb(N_2) Cgb(N-2) " Cgb(N-l) : (Wb(N.2). Cs(N.2) 

a Cg b (N-2) 

+ WeN CsN) XsN (34) 

(~) 

(n) 

Calculation of the first com2artmer:t~ 

(o) Calculate K r from eq. (28) by using t h e  value C 
go 

step (n). 

(p) Calculate Cgel , Cg I and Xsl ~ by usi_Lg K r obtained in step 

(q) Check the material balance in the first compartment. 

Find K r which satisfies eq. (34). Hence, the values of Cgb(N_2) and 

Cs(N_2) can be obtained. 

Repeat the same procedures until the second compartment is reached. 

and Cgbl obtained from 

(o) . 

1 U -- = U C Cg° - Cgl : (W Cso + We2 Cs2 ) Xsl Cgo Xgl go a Cg o (35) 

( r )  If eq. (35) is satisfied, the value of CgbN assumed in step (b) is the 

correct exit gas concentration and the corresponding value of CsN is 

also the correct exit solid concentration. If eq. (35) does not hold, 

then the value of CgbN in step (b) is cnarLged and calculations in all 

~alan~e of eq. (35) is satisfied. steps repeated until the material ~ 
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An illustrative computational procedure is shown in Fig. A-27(a) and a computor 

logic diagram corresponding to these steps is shown in Fig. A-28 

In the case of co~ntercurrent feed of solids~ similar steps but in reverse 

order are followed from the bottom to the top of the reactor. The computational 

procedure is illustrated in Fig. A-27(b). 

The procedure for estimation of CgbN is given below: 

First, calculate the theoretical exit gas concentration based on the 

stoichiometric eq. (1). Use this value as the starting value of CgbN 3 increase 

CgbN incrementally until the material balance of eq. (35) is satisfied. By 

this method the desired condition can be found with a relative ease. 

4.6 Results and Discussions 

Since most of the experimental data were obtained using porous plates, 

the bubble diameter d o just above the distributor is very difficult to estimate. 

In the analyses of the catalytic reactions~ the effect of the height of the 

first compartment on overall conversion has been examined (3) and the assumption 

of ~h I = 1.O cm is found to be reasonable so lor;g as the particle size is 

comparatively small. Therefore, in the follow~g calculations this assumption 

is also employed. 

In order to demonstrate the valid-+y cf the proposed method~ the experi- 

mental results of the roasting of zinc sulphide obtained by Yagi et al. (lO) 

are analyzed. The essential operatin== conditio:ts of this experiment are l~sted 

in Table A-10(a). The results of calculation are then compared with the actual 

experimental conversions. The degree of agreement is shown in Table A-10(a). 

In the book by Kmuii and Levensplel (6) an example was given to show the cal- 

culation method based on the bubbling bed model. The operating conditions of 

the example are listed in Table A-10(b). This example has been recalculated by 
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Figure A-28Logic diagram for computor simulation 



Table ~-i0 Results of Calculation and Pertinent Experimental Data 

a) Experiments conducbed by Yagi et. al. (~O) 

2ZnS ~-. ~'~ Roasting of ZnS: 302 + 
=u 2 + 

d t = 5.0 cm, coclzzrent, feed of solids, p p 

2ZnO 

= 6.0 and 7.1k g/cm 3 

d 
P 

mm 

O. !l 

C. ' ; 'JW 

0.089 

0.089 

O. ii 

0.089 

o.o89 

Bed 
temp. ~C 

:~0 

7O0 

75o 

8O0 

900 

750 

8O0 

W ~XD 
cm3/s cm/s 

C~.00~.73 20.0 

i. '.0~33 19.~ 

C.OOb7~ 19.4 

0.00235 22.~3 

~.007~. 20.0 

O.OO70Z 19.4 

0.00468 19.4 

~m 

:~.8 

3.::, 

3.0 

3.0 

4.1 

3.0 

3.0 

k c 
C~/S 

2.0 

O.1 

0°3 

O o l :  I 

2°0 

0.3 

0.6 

*C x l0 "6 
go 

g-mol/~m3 

~.:t,~ 

2.~0 

2.38 

2.18 

2.50 

2.38 

c 
SO 

g~mcl/cn3 

Ol ""'° 

C.. ?3 

O.-.oji ~ 

0.o5a8 

o.o35~ 

o.o~:73 

0.0573 

Co~'ersion 
of solid 

o. :::?.4 

0.887 

C o #:LO 

0 o 1/74 

0.972 

o. 86,~ 

o. 93.5 

Calculated Corccersion 

So:Lid X s gas Xg 

O. 998 0.30d 

O. iDO C. 188 

O. 930 O. 402 

o.%4 o.z 2 

o. 985 o. 451 

o.~~9 0.552 

o. 950 o. 423 

* based on the bed temperature 



Table A-10 Calculation Results 

b) Examples shown in the book by Kunli and Levenspiel (6) 

Roasting of ZnS: d t = 6.7 m, u ° = 60 cm/s, bed temperature 900 °C 

: 0.02 cm, Pp = 4.13 g/cm 3, emf = 0.50, a = 0.i, Lmf = ii0 cm, 

DeA = 0.08 cm2/s, k c : 2 cm/s, eg o = 2.18 x 10 -6 g-mol/cm3, 

C = 0.0424 g-mol/cm 3 
SO 

Solid feed 

rate, cm3/s 

484.o 

605.5 

726.o 

Cocurrent feed 

conver sion 
gas solid 

0.664 O. 995 

O. 823 O. 987 

O.978 O.978 

Countercurrent feed 

conversion 
gas solid 

O. 667 O. 999 

o. 832 o. 997 

o. 988 o. 988 

! 
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the method discussed in this paper. Calculation has been accomplished for 

the cases of both cocurrent feed and countercurrent feed of solids, the 

results are shown in Table A-10(b).The concentration profiles of gas and 

solid for the case of feed rate 726 cm3/sec in this example, are shown 

in Fig A-29. The mean concentration of gas ~g has been calculated by the 

following equation. 

-- Lf- Lmf Cg b + Lmf Cg e (36) cg = LT 

As is seen from Fig. C28concentration changes in the vicinity of feed 

section are quite remarkable~ especially in solids. In the numerical 

calculation~ the interchange of solids between the bubble and the emulsion 

phase is assumed to be infinite for simplicity. However, the procedure 

can be extended to include a finite interchange coefficient. This problem 

will be discussed in more detail in another paper dealing with the effect 

of solid mixing in fluidized bed reactor. 

4.7 Conclusion 

This section presents a model for noncatalytic solid-gas reactions 

taking place in a fluidized bed and a simulation-method for determing 

the extent of chemical conversions for both reacting gas and solids in 

continuous flow systems(for both gas and solid). Taking a zinc blende 

roaster as an example, the adequacy of the proposed procedure is 

demonstrated. 
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Figure A-29 Concentration profiles of gas and solid 
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Notation 

a 

CgbN 
Cgb 
C 
ge 

Cgo 

C s 

C 
SO 

DeA 

% 

%t 
d c 

do 
d 
P 

dt 
g 

h 

Ah i 

K r 

= stoichiometric coefficient in eq. (i) 

= time average concentration of gas which a particle encounters, 

g-mol/cm 3 

= concentration of gas (or bubble gas) leaving the bed, g-mol/cm 3 

= concentration of gas in bubble, g-mol/cm3 

= concentration of gas in emulsion, g-mol/cm3 

= concentration of gas (or bubble gas) in the inlet gas stream, 

g-mol/cm 3 

= concentration of solid, g-mol/cm 3 

= concentration of solid in the inlet stream, g-mol/cm 3 

= diffusion coefficient through layer of solid product or ash, 

= bubble diameter, cm 

= maximum stable bubble diameter, cm 

= diameter of cloud, cm 

= bubble diameter just above the distributor, cm 

= particle diameter, cm 

= bed diameter, cm 

= acceleration of gravity, cm2/s 

= distance from the distributor# cm 

= height of the i-th compartment, cm 

= interchange coefficient of gas between bubble and emulsion, s "l 

= interchange coefficient of solid between bubble and emulsion 

based on volume of a bubble, s -1 

= reaction rate constant defined in eq. (26), s'l 



k 

k 
C 

Lf 

Lmf 

N A, N B 

N 
O 

n 

R 

T c 

S 
t 

%i 

U 

Ub 

%r 

U o 

ut 

vbi 

Vci 

Vei 

V s 

W 

Wbi 

Wei 

A-lIB 

= overall rate coefficient for reaction, s "I 

= overall rate constant, cm/s 

= rate constant for surface reaction defined in eq. (2), cm/s 

= height of fluidized bed, cm 

= bed height at minimum fluidizing conditions, cm 

= gramme moles of A and B 

= number of holes per unit surface area of distributor, cm -2 

= number of bubbles in i-th compartment 

= radius of a particle, cm 

= radius of a shrinking core, cm 

= cross sectional area of the bed, cm 2 

= cross sectional area of bubble phase in the i-th compartment, 

cm 2 

= mean residence time of particles, s 

= volumetric gas flow rate based on empty tube, cm3/s 

= velocity of rising bubble, cm/s 

= velocity of bubble with respect to the emulsion ahead of 

it, cm/s 

= minimum fluidizing velocity, cm/s 

= superficial gas velocity, cm/s 

= terminal velocity of fluidized particles, cm/s 

= volume of bubble phase in the i-th compartment, cm 3 

= volume of cloud region in the i-th compartment, cm 3 

= volume of emulsion phase in the i-th compartment, cm 3 

= volume of solid particles in fluidized bed, cm 3 

= volumetric feed and outflow rate of solids, cm3/~ 

= volumetric upward flow rate from the i-th compartment, cm3/s 

= volumetric downward flow rate from the i-th compartment, cm3/s 
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Xg 
m 

X 
S 

= fractional conversion of reactant gas 

= mean fractional conversion of solid 

Greek Letters 

r c, r e 

£ 

%f 

~p 

Z 

= volume fraction of solid as defined by eq. (21) 

= void fraction in a bed as a whole 

= void fraction in a bed at minimum fluidization 

= density of solid, g/cm 3 

= time for complete conversion of a single particle, s 
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